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1 000

LETTER

Writer Asks About License
to Hold "Astrological
Fete" in Santa Fe
HE

CAN

PICK

SEUL

ating the receipts from the sale and
disposal of the public lands in certain
states and territories to the construction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid lands."
Census of County Precincts.
The population of Bernalillo county precincts and the city wards of Albuquerque under the 1910 census, is
as follows:

Bernalillo county ..;
Isleta Pueblo Grant

23,GU(i

Albuquerque
Firfct Ward
MATE Second ward

And Tell You If You Have the
Speculative Idea of

,.

Third ward
Fourth ward
N'o. 1, San Jose

..

1,083
11,020
.a.204
3,122
2,472

COL. H. J. ANDERSON

STILL FIGHTING

LEADERS
IT

FREE LIST
REACHES

BACK

CONGRESS IS NOW

Iff ATIENT

ACCUSED

OF

K!

1,433

Is Constitution

in Waived

Examina-

Republican
Preliminary
312
Del Rio
Form Should Be Only
tion Before Justice and Are
534
Alameda
Issue.
Ranchos de Albuquerque.. 473
Jeered by Mob.
Everything
Los Barelas
1,134
1,497
Los Padillas
Special to the Xew Mexican.
Judge Wright at. Alamogordo, has iXo. 7, San Antonio
filed
tor
bond
the
by
$15,000
approved
Washington, D. C, April 25 Before
Albuquerque, N. M.. April S
74(3
Xo.
Committee on Territories,
the
House
the people of Lincoln in the county Xo. 8, Los Griegos
25.
and locked
54 S
9, Ranchos de Atrisco
A. B. Fall concluded and occuseat fight with Carrizozo. The tranin separate compartments.
J.
372 Judge
Xo. 10, Escobosa
J. McXamara, secretary-- ! reas- pied most of the session auswering
script in the case is being prepared Xo. 11, Pajarito
347
for the U. . S. supreme court by Su- Xo.
the many questions of the commiturer of the structural iron N
12, Albuquerque
3,711
on various parts of the constiteemen
preme Court Cleric Jose D. Sena.
workers, J. B. Bryce and Ortie
Xo. 13, Old Albuquerque
2,143
For the Treasury:
One member said that this S E. McManigal were arrested
tution.
San Ignacio
Xo.
292
14,
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero Xo. 22, La
continuous perplexing delay is en- N at Indianapolis, charged
with
349
Tijeras
lias received the sum of $50 from Xo.
that the only questhe
complicity in dynamiting
34G tirely unnecessary,
23, San Antonio
V.
Safford
for
C.
had to decide
tion the committee
Traveling Auditor
Los Angeles Times,
passed
Xo. 26, Albuquerque
5,309
bank examiner's fees.
was:
"Is the New Mexico constituXo. 2S, Atrisco
through here this morning on
42s
In Delaware.
in form?''
tion Republican
Judge V the Santa Fe fast train Xo. 3,
Xo. 34, Chilili
437
Jacobo Xo. 33, Los Duranes
K Vrailce Commissioner
the
bound for Los Angeles. They N
S21 Fall said that he had voted for
Chaves has received a letter from Government Power-SitHawkins railroad law because of the V were guarded by eight detec- Withdrawals.
A.
M.
had V tives. Xo one was permitted
Deputy Commissioner P.
Four new water power-sitwith- existence of certain conuiMons;
Lienau stating that he is in Delahe been a member of congress he N to enter the compartments
were
7,519
drawals,
embracing
acres,
ware on business which may keep made
to repeal it because N and the men were not allowed
during the month of March as would have votedcommerce
hira there the remainder of the week. a result of the field
law
the interstate
had X to leave tne train.
investigations
Booze Again.
Judge
of the United States Geological Sur- again changed conditions.
Captain Fred Fornoff received word vey.
A total of 1,400,571 acres now Magill of La Lande, a Democrat, closed
with an almost ' entirely political
today from Mounted Policeman J. A. stand withdrawn for
McXamara was put on the Santa Fe
power purposes,
Deal that he had arrested two sol- in
speech. He said that every train at Dodge City, Kansas, having;
stump
the following states.
diers for being drunk and attacking
paragraph of the constituion had a neen brought over from the Missouri
Acres.
their lieutenant. The soldiers' names
machine made "joker."
Several Pacific by three detectives in an anio-- j
107,550 more Democrats of New .Mexico
are Brooks and Klamrn. They are Arizona
and mobile.
California
53,089
held for the U. S. court.
Arizona insist on speaking.
Henry
Drew in Custody.
Colorado
204,583
V. Blair, representing the
Elk From Colorado?
Si. Waller
Ind.,
Indianapolis,
231,098
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. Idaho
who
wants a Prohibition Drew of Xew York,April
league,
conns
for t ho
Minnesota
3,019
Gable has received word from Wyoamendment, insisted on being heard. .National Erectors' Association. W.
Montana
.
12G.047
The committee, adjoui-seming authorities that the law of Wyuntil toJoseph Ford: assistant district attor
Nevada
15,395 morrow at 1 u
the Fergusson
oming will not permit sending elk to
o'clock,
ney of Los Angeles and Frank Fox.!
Xew
9,7011
Mexico...
of
out
Mr.
or
state.
this territory
that
delegation insisting 011 being heard in chauffeur,
charged with having kid
.
101,777
Oregon
Gable is negotiating with Colonel J.
favor of changes in the constitution.
.1. J.
McNamara,
napped
Utah
.
secretary
347,252
B. Dawson of Steamboat Springs, ColThe next point of attack is to be the treasurer of the International
Asso
S0.3SG
Washington
to
some
Colorado
see
if
elk
orado,
provision providing for the payment elation of Bridge and Structural Iron!
.
58,889
Wyoming
of the Santa Fe and Grant counties
may be purchased at reasonable
this morning
Workers, were
railroad bonded indebtedness, the op- before Justice arraigned
figures and brought to the territory.
Manning, waiwd pre-- j
Total
.1,400,571
of
Commercement
the
constitution
ponents
Agricultural
Program.
declaring liminary examination and were bound
Many Autos.
The following is the program for
that this clause should be eliminated over to the grand jury. The nu n were
automobiles
have
"A
the annual commencement of the New
from the. Enabling Act and the con- taken to the county
great many
jail, having failed
Mexico Agriculture college at Mesilla been purchased by citizens of Las stitution.
to secure bond. A crowd had collectPark for this year: Saturday, May 13, Cruces and automobile men state thai:
ed about the justice office ami when
exercises of music department; Sun- the present number wilh be doubled
the men started for jail they were
are
Ana
to
alive
the
county
extremely
time
wilhin
a
after the
very short
day, May 14, baccalaureate sermon;
and jeered.
applauded
value
of
this
road
are
and
highly
Monday, May 15, examination day; road has been opened. A great deal
Another
with
Attorney Arrested.
the
results received.
Tuesday, May 16, graduation exercisss of freighting has taken place over' the pieased
V.
A. Sutherland has taken the
Indianapolis, April 23. A. F.
of the preparatory department; Wed- - road even in its present loose condi-;ioof Xew York, assistant oi Drew,
and
which is much preferable to any leading Interest in the work
The through his efforts much has been was arrested this morning on the
ivailable road at this time.
A great ueal of free charge of kidnaping.
;ity of El Paso is going to aid finan- accomplished.
has
labor
been
pledged, but has not
secWarrant Out for'Burns.
as
in
road
lower
the
the
cially
tions will enable the rural inhabi-:ant- s been secured, but the understanding
Indianapolis, April 23. The affidavis that active' measures will be made its against Drew, Ford and' I'ox wera
to go to that city.
The made by J. J. Keagan, a labor union
"The territory has reason to fee! to secure this valuable work.
pleased with the results secured from Mexican people along the road have leader of Indianapolis, and member of
ered an address last night to the Y. the money expended and with the been its strongest promoters. One the Indiana legislature.
Constables
M. C. A. of the Meadow City.
The work going on in Bernalillo, Santa Fe man stated in a recent public meeting this morning looked for Wm. J. Burns
governor had the unusual experience and San Miguel counties.
The Cam-in- that it was the poor man who needed the detective employed by the Ereci
of riding on the same train from las
Real promises to be connected the road more than anyone else be tors' Association, who arrived from
Vegas as far as Lamy with two al- up and afford a means of travel from cause he was the one who had to Toledo, but were unable to find him.
had a warrant for his arrest on
leged dynamiters and four detectives one end of the
territory to the other walk. While the road built is at pres- They
guarding them. The alleged dyna- in a most encouraging, short space of ent in a very dusty, loose condition, the charge of kidnaping McXamara.
miters are those arrested the other time.
The Crowd Jeered.
the material used for surfacing is
day in Indianapolis charged with asof Bernalillo is inde- such upon application of moisture,
Indiapapolis,
"The
April 25. A
county
sisting in the blowing up of the Los pendently working south to the coun- either by flooding or rains, it will crowd had gathered in the great,
little
Times.
Angeles
Several other alleged
will doubtless be tak compact in very hard and durable courtroom hallway and on the stairit
where
ty
line,
dynamiters will pass through Lamy
shape. It is hoped that conditions way and Ford and Drew were greeted
on their way to the coast today or to-- , en up by the citizens of Socorro and will
permit of gravelling the road in with yells of laughter and
Valencia
The
of
counties.
this
people
morrow.
and with shouts of "How does it
section realize the benefit of a good its present condition, which after one
'New Hydrographer.
will present an ex- feel yourself Drew?" as they started
wetting
thorough
themdoubtless
will
road
avail
and
G. H. Russell has been detailed to
fine and usable wearing sur- on the way to jail.
the department of territorial engi- selves of forest service funds and tremely
face.
comto
insure
its
levies
All Four Released.
rapid
neer by the U. S. geologica lsurvey at county
Queer Letter.
county line
Indianapolis, April 23. This afterDenver to aid in the collection of hy- pletion from Bernalillo
to Dona Ana."
Acting Attorney General Harry S. noon all four men were released on
drographer data. The territorial enRoad Matters.
Clancy thinks the "high water" mark bonds furnished by a security comgineer's department now has two exTerritorial Engineer Charles D. has been reached in the flood of freak pany.
pert hydrographers and plans are
such that an active campaign will be Miller his returned from Dona Ana letters received at his office with .the
made this spring and summer to col- county where the recent road move- letter of a man of Portales who asks NEBRASKA STATE BANK
lect flood measurements resulting ment has been probably the largest him if a license will be necessary to
DYNAMITED BY BURGLARS.
from melting snows and rains. The public demonstration of organized give an astrological public fete in
Santa
in
Within
road
this
work
the
Fe,
resiterritory.
young
assisting
with the
These Make Away With About Fourengineer is also
forest service and all gaging stations the extremely short space of time de- dents of the ancient city to pick their
teen Hundred Dollars Building
"soul
mates."
His
to
of
voted
work
road
IS
this
miles
zodiacal
wonderful
on forest reserves will be maintained
Badly Wrecked.
will
chart
tell
20
mile3 have been
you whether or not you
and operated at the expense of the have been built,
hard
of
at
all
whether
enjoy
the
work;
you
grubbed,
despise
expenditure
forest, service.
The results of this
Grand Island, Xeb., April 23. The
movement will benefit the territory $5,G00, together with the use of free frauds and just how alert as an editor State Bank of
Giltner, twenty-fiv- e
become
you
tax.
and
labor
may
road
It
what
success
is
a
and
that
hoped
as far as the water measurements are
fellow will have to get measures miles south of this city, was robbed
concerned and the government in its sufficient funds will be received tc
complete this road connecting up the "thru the legislature."
early this morning. The safe and
forest policy.
The communication is so exciting buildings were badly wrecked by nitro
remaining gap of 11 miles within the
Moving Camp.
next two weeks.
This will make that Mr. Clancy has given it in full to glycerine. The robbers secured $1,300
Word is received
from
Socorro
the
for a dis- the Xew Mexican, the name only of to $1,400.
road
complete
extending
a
25
of
that
force
convicts is being
tance
30 miles from Dona An tc the correspondent
of
being omitted. - It
moved from Silver City to Socorro
.
is as follows:
,
to start work on the improvement the Town of Anthony on .: the New
X.
M..
1911.'
Portales,
Mexico
conApril
where
the road will
line,
of the Blue Canyon road between
THE
Hon. Xatban Jaffa, Ter'l Secy.
Socorro and Magdalena, once one of nect with the highway built by El
Dear Mr. Jaffa I am contemplatPaso
a
at
cost
of
$7,500
county
per
the most important highways in the
ing visiting several towns and give
mile.
country, connecting the two chief
In discussing the work Mr. Miller Astrological Public Fete's free to all
cities, and the work will be rushed
but pass the hat of course to defray
said todayj
aa rapidly as possible.
This picturexpenses, riding from place to place
the
few
last
"Until
when
the
days
esque route is in very bad shape, so
and
camping out, and if I can make
were
available
funds
utilized, there
bad that overland travelers have
He Will Address Twenty-Nint- h
were employed some 200 teams dis- $1.25 day, that's better than I can do
been taking the .road via
here
Lemitar, tributed
a
two
or
grubbing mesquite
day
Church Congress
along the above mentioned a week
which is much longer. The Blue Canbut if license is
that
yon road when completed will be a road in five camps. The sand condi- knocks it in the head. required
This
I've fixed to
Evening
great convenience to the sheep men tions were extremely difficult but in irregate Some & have a pump capable
such places the road has been graded
and others who make frequent
of throw'g 2 lib of water a min. but
trips
and capped with from eight to
"to the interior of the county in
when the wind blows only, should I VISITORS ATTHEWHITE HOUSE
their up
of
ten
inches
and
adobe
heavy clay
automobiles, the short route enabling
ask the Ter'l Ir'n Eng for priveledge
in
of the to run
them to make in less than a day a soil. With the working
that small pump on my claim?
and adobe the road will present I'll enclose
trip that formerly took three or four sand
Members From All Parts of
program of A. fete.
a very good surface. Material is on
I thank you in advance.
days.
the
over
steel
two
for
Country at National
ground
bridges
Entries of Irrigated Land.
Very Resp.
The local United States land office the larger irrigation canals crossing
Capital- Character reading of each of the
The road engineer has
has received notification from the in the road.
12
difference
characters
is
as
follows:
terior department that no entry shall been instructed to proceed with the
(The writer then draws a picture Washington, April 23. Prominent
hereafter be made and no entryman work as rapidly as the pledges which similar
to that of a. clock's face, only clerical and lay members of the Prothave
been
made by various communipermitted' to .go upon lands reserved.
are
no hands to point to the estant Episcopal church in all parts
there
ties
and parties in this country, befor irrigation purposes until the secre
come available. The Road Commis- figures. These numbers evidently rep- of the United States gathered here toof
the
Interior shall have estab
tary
resent what he refers to as "houses" day for the 29th church congress of
lished the unit of acreage and fixed sion has taken a personal interest in and the first is
"occupation" the sec- the denomination in this country.
this
and
work,
has given every en- ond is
the water charges and the date when
the third is the The delegates will be received at the
adaptability;
the water can be applied, and make couragement possible. It is anxious house of Zodiacal
signs.) He con- White House this afternoon by the
to see the road
announcement
not
of
completed,
the same;
public
only
president, who will address the confor the benefit that the towns and tinues:
provided that where entries made
"What house is opposite, which is gress tonight.
will
communities
receive locally, but
prior to June 25, 1910, have been or
detrimental, weakness, affinity, and
may be relinquished in whole or in from the fact that 30 miles of graded by measurement by square, so if I'd
VOTE
road
will
be
added
to
the
so
lands
the
shall
relinquished
part,
present state that I didn't sterelize square
WENT TO THOMAS.
be subject to settlement and entry constructed portion of the Camlno that each assumed
all risk of con- - Denver, April 25. No election on
to
under the homestead law as amendad Real,
eventually extend from Ra
today's vote of TTnitari Slates unitm
'
by an act entitled, "An act appropri- - ton to El Paso. The citizens of Dona
r
Thomas got the
(Continued on Page Eight.)
votes.
2,
Xo. 3,
Xo. 4,
Xo. 5,
Xo. G,

Hand-cuffe-
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e

e

NNNV

Anti-Saloo- n

j

.

f

o

hand-clappin- g

.

It

TAFT

10

EPISCOPALIANS

ANTI-SPEE-

Anti-Spee-

i

5E

;.

MO

DEAD AT ALAMOGORDO.
President of the National Bank in the
Otero County Seat Succumbs to
lilness.

3 GEUTLE

Special to the Xew Mexican.
Alamogordo, X. M.. April 2:.. Col.
Good Words For the
it. .1. Anderson, president of the First He Has
National bank at Alamogordo, died at
Reporters Whom He
1:20 this morning.
He had betri ill
Formerly Hated
a few days. He was f,C years old. The
body will be sent to New York City
THEN GOES TO THE
SENATE fcr burial in the family cemetery.
MEXICO
IN
DOVE OF PEACE
Anderson was a native f New York
was
and
educated
in
and
City
public
Insurgent Republicans Do Not private schools in ihe metropolis. Af- Negotiations Will Probably Be
ter finishing a commercial education
Seem Very Enthusiastic
Held at El Paso and Take
he commenced active busines as a
Over It.
e'erk in a bank conduced by his fatha Fortnight
er on Wall street. Duping the Civil
Washington, April 2.",. The Demo- War he entered the Federal army and
El I'iihii, April 25- .- Interest in the
cratic free list bill came before the served meritoriously until its close;
situation at Madera's camp toHouse today and threatens to lead to after the war he became connected peace
centered in the hope that, word
day
with
the
civil
in
service
the treasure
almost endless debate before finally
from the Mexican govern,
t. .!,!( mnt n,l r,c ,,, ,i t. !,.,,, I, '""J
passed along to the Senate.
11
rfr-n1.
!iml ....v.
vt.e in rho
............11..
.....
evMmmpr
ii
win pass uie
niiu:i'uiu
missioiters tor a conference at whi'-hO'
ot
ttie
he
the
treasury;
comptroller
the
House, but will not command
it seems almost certain,
terms for
heavy Republican vote given to Can- (held this position for fifteen years peace in Mexico will Ik- agreed upon.
and
performed its duties satisfactorily
adian reciprocity.
and efficiently: durinir his term if ser. Maderu is ready to announce his ap
Down the Free Trade Toboggan
had"
"' vernment.
charge of four national' 1""'""
Washington, April 23. .Mr. 1'nder-woo- vice, ho
are named. It is
representatives
:ifnnrl
banks
as
ihn
limiictu
receiver
in explaining the measure said
t,!li ,hat
""KOtiations will eon
that it was only the beginning of the lairs of these institutions to a final "e(
a
at
least
stime
fortnight. It Is gen
Democratic revision of the tariff. "Wo close. Thereafter he served for some
understood that the Maderos
time
as
I.". S. j erally
the
examiner
of
expert,
propose to revise the tariff schedule by
Pacific railway commission ti e:im-- ! favor El Paso as the most convenient
schedule," he said. "That is ourj
Confidence in a suc
the books and anmmit nf thn s..v. "letuug l"
line
opinion the only proper way to ban- of the negotiations
outcome
cessful
eral
severPacific
railroads. I'inn
die the tariff question. "
mark the situation even in Juarez and
in bis enm,f.tinn
ith .h. ,.,!!
Even (ien- ice, he engaged in banking in Scran-- ! in the insurrecto camp.
WHOM YOU SHOULD,
jeial .Navarro, he of martial mien ami
AND SHOULD NOT MARRY. Xew Mexico in
wlnsKeis, is gentle as a
IS!.!, tn e.MUh
He even has a
Hrst. .National bank of Alanmirnnlo. lamb nowadays.
Professor J. R. Watson Will Discuss Otero county.
He became a ,.itm.n 'hwy word for the once bated re- This Absorbing Theme at Library
and property owner in the beautiful !lor,e,sVssconcelos Relieves Gomez.
county beat of Otero county.
Hall Saturday Night.
Washington, April 25. Senor Jo:
Vasconceios of the Mexican
revoluWould you know how to select your DANCE COMMITTEE IS
soul mate in this world? Yes? Then
NAMED FOR THURSDAY. tionary junta at San Antonio arrived
here today to assume charge of the
go to hear the lecture on "Eugenics"
Saturday night at Library hall. The Tickets Are Selling Fast, For Every- Washington confidential agency durlecturer will be .1. R. Watson, profesing the absence of Dr. Gomez who will
body Wishes to Aid the Plaza
leave for .luar z tonight to particisor of biology of the I'niversity o!'
Paving Fund.
New Mexico and he is not only a good
pate in the peace negotiations.
The Woman's Board of Trade an
speaker but is a man who can talk
Peace Message From Diaz.
and give you ideas
.New York, April 25. President Diaz
following to be the floor
ile will discuss; nol,nc'"s
.'.temials Iiw ot heredity, fit and un.) committee to assist at the dance to be has addressed the following dispatch
fit matings, biological
aspects of the!KivMl Kt tfle Palace Hotel Thursday to the Associated Press: "Mexico
negro question and imperialism, "race! "'K11'. for he city plaza paving fund: City. April 25. In reply to your
treatment of the criminal, Frank Owen, chairman: George W.I sage in which you ask me concerning
and the insane, the intermarrying of Arnaijo. Thomas P. Delgado, Frank ' the actual situation in this country, I
persons with tubercular tendencies, MeKane, Albert Clancy, Louis Xapo-- am convinced that conditions of peace
blondes and brunettes in relation to I1'011. Ui'lan B. Dunne, Romolo Lopez, interrupted for the moment, will
r
local climate.
Clarence Paarce, A. T. Koch, Arthur turn to .Mexico and all Mexicans will
unite with the single purpose of fur- Besides the lectur? Dr. E. McQueen i1'- HiI1, Josus Anil.va.
Gray will give a reading from Shakes-- j
Kvery effort will be made to get out j thering the development and progress
r rhe
peare and there will be special music.
'""try. Porfirio Diaz."
ja lal'B; "umber of people at the dance
The lecture begins at 7:30 p. rn. to1'
wil1 be held at the Palace Hotel
Aeroplane Competition,
t
and will be in Library hall as will also! 1,nd tllat bal1
n will be spacious; San Ant0,li. Texas, April 25.
fy" P"rat'n& the Wright flying ma- of May 6 by Dr. Gray who willinoBli for a large gathering.
f
,a,k 0,1
The object of this dance is one
f av,"tlon.
competing for
,
Sf'ho;1
.
appeal- - to everybody Infested,
he
pal
HOLDERS DISPOSED TO
of Santa Fe, for"
c?,T
MAINTAINWOOL PRICE- S.''

Democrats Would Not Permit Attorneys Who Took Away Democrats Will Have Lively-ScraOver It Before Its
Committee to Take Final
McNamara Are Thrown
Vote Today
Final Passage
Into Jail
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for yt"arsbends the most severe lests for Hying
Going at Less;10
A" o ,,ie lallies who have tickets machines.
Than Fourteen Cents a Pound.
One of these will be carsel1 are ,msy
Values Have Steadied.
dislslng of them rying a message to Leon Springs
and even those who do not dance are twenty miles away in the shortest
Boston, April 25. The demand for1 bllyinK tll6:l1 10 heln the ca,ls?- Aml possible time. Coffyn declares he will
domestic wool is slackening
while !,he dancers well, they are anxious cover the distance in eighteen minvalues have steadied.
Holders show!'" get the ohanoe of going to such a utes, rising to a height of 2. Out) feet
(iiincc for
a disposition to maintain
wi" bo most lf?litful in doing so. Ely maintains that he
prices rath- can do anything with a Curtiss maer than clear their bins by additional!
chine that the Wrights can accomsacrifice, yet inquiries range broadly. LITTLE A IS SELLING
plish.
imio quarter blood is selling in good
89,900 BANANAS.
Carrera Meets Garibaldi.
lots from 2:1 to 21, while fine scoured
EI Paso, Texas. April 25. Sunday
territory brings 50 to 52. The buy-er- Power of Publicity is Forcefully Dem- Professor ,1. C. Carrera and family.
onstrated at the Depot, Say W.
are in the west bidding for both
of
H. Wattam & Son.
Cruces, railed on General
clipped new wool and on the sheep's
G,lissel)1 Garibaldi who met them at
back but contracting is not yet brisk.
Here's a story with a moral.
monument and es-The new Xevada clip is
reported as A representative of W. H. Wattam jlhe intprn'ional
to the adobe "white
or a basis of 4S cents
selling at i:!
Son, fruit dealers of Los Angeles (crted ,nera
cleaned, pulied wool remains dull.
and other cities, arrived here yester- - noll!ie-- u fpw yards below, and pre-dawith a carload of bananas from seI1,fid ,nem to provisional President
PRESIDENTIAL BOOM FOR
British Honduras.
The bananas iiurn- - M:ulero anl 'ife. Professor Carrera
GOVERNOR HARMON STARTED. bered 900 bunches with an average oflwa- - acquainted when a boy with the
90 bananas on each. But how to sell f:,m0lls '"''''erator of Italy" and
89,000 bananas to Santa Keans liKhled the yolmK wairior by assurin-wCommittees on Ways and Means and
A wholesale mer- - him of his striking resemblance to his
the
problem.
Resolutions Are Appointed By
chant said he could not handle such f;!',K),ls ancestor.
Senator Pomerene.
,hank yo"- l'rfessor," said
a large number.
Were they then to
baldi, "for your kind expression, and
in the car and spoil'
assure you that not only the same
Washington, April 25. The presiTh fvit
owv
dential boom for Governor Harmon of
blood courses through my veins, but
Ohio, was formally organized today icordingly put on his thinking cap and the spirit of my great ancestor ani
to advertise.
decided
The mates me and 1 am
when Senator Pomerene
announced finally
impatient to fight
the personnel of the committees on dodgers told of the banana shipment for the liberties of these poor
people
here
and
all
a
was
large i v.iiom the same
day there
ways and means
and resolutions
spirit seems to actu
which will press Governor Harmon's number of people at the depot who ate. We are true and obedient solasked for bananas at about $1 to $1.25
candidacy for the Democratic nominadiers, and must bow to the decision
tion in 1912. The committee on ways a bunch. By noon a quarter of the of our commander in chief, but we
car
had
been
sold.
M.
A.
Ortiz, the would far rather
and means. is headed by Representafight it out, now that
delivery man was kept busy taking
tive. James M. Cox of Ohio.
e are sure of victory.
I fear that
the bunches of tropical fruit to the
without some great sacrifice in the
homes of buyers and by tomorrow the
way of a bloody battle a peace so easi-jlentire car will likely be sold.
attained will soon be forgotten and
REDUCTION IN
And the moral? IT PAYS TO AD
concessions so easily granted will
Ithe
VERTISE!
not be appreciated.
h
is the
feeling of all of us."
ATROCIOUS ASSAULT IN LOS
ntoiutiiv-'-t "ioimi.i. MORE NEW
Us Angeles, April 25.-Julia
Koebig, aged 19, was beaten about)
Interstate Commerce Com- the head and assaulted yesterday af-- j
ternoon by a man who had forced
f "T""0"
mission Holds Charges
entrance into the home of her father,
Coal"
"
Dr. Julius Koebig, in one of the best
Are Unreasonable
residence districts of Los Angeles.!
...
.
.,
..
naiiiuiiiuu, Apni 2o. .ew .Mext- The crime was the most desperate of
co lands aggregating 223.545 acres
CARLOAD LOTS
OF
HORSES several of the same character which were today withdrawn from
entry
have occurred In this city recently.
Taft on recommendation of
Secretary of the Interior Fisher and
Shipments From EI Paso and LENA BACA IS
reserved for examination and classifiIN THE LEAD.
STILL
Phoenix to Los Angeles
cation in respect to their coal values
The standing of the contestants for
preliminary to examination for the I'.
Are Affected.
the diamond ring to be given by the S.
to indieata
Geologcical
Survey
First Regiment Band Saturday was whether
they contain valuable coal deWashington, April 25. The inter- yesterday evening as follows:
posits.
Miss Iena Baca, 1912.
state commerce commission today
Miss
Eloisa
150S.
Delgado,
FIFTEEN BODIES TAKEN
made heavy reductions
in express
Miss Lucy Napoleon, 1238.
OUT OF OTT MINE.
rates on horses in car loads in the
mountain territory.
The
Eight More Are Supposed to Be in
case was instituted by the Arizona
v CARNIVAL OPENS TONIGHT.
Colliery at Elk Garden,
On
commission
the
Wells
account of the long haul
railway
against
West Virginia.
from the depots, the street
Fargo Express Company. The commission held that the present rates becarnival could not open this X
Elk Garden, W. Va.. April 23. Fiftween EI Paso and Phoenix, betwsen
afternoon, hut it will open this
teen bodies have been taken out of
Phoenix and Los Angeles, and Phoeevening. The first balloon as- - X Ott mine Xo. 20 of the Davis Coal
nix and San Francisco are unreasoncension takes place tomorrow
Company where an explosion occurable. In the future ths rates ordered X afternoon at 2.30 o'clock In the X red yesterday. The bodies of
eight
.
field on Washington avenue.
will be $300, $320 and $470 respective-lyX other victims of the explosion
are
effective on Juno 1st.
"
supposed to be in the mine.
New Nevada Clip is
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SULPHUR AND PYRITE INIF I HAD ECZEMA.
2
DUSTRY IN UNITED STATES- I'd wash it awaji with that mild.
soothing liquid D. D. D. Trial bottle,
ill Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903
Shows
25c. Relieves all kinds of skin trou- Geological
Survey Report
Found
Growth in Production
ble, cleansing away the impurities
as
in New Mexico.
and clearing up the complexion
nothing else can.
From a production of about 3,147
Yes. If I had any Wild of sWn trou
m J I
If
ble I'D USE D. D. D.
long tons of sulphur, valued at
to an output of 2.jy,312 long tons,
Sold by capital Pharmacy.
valued at $4,4;2,UGU, in a period of
Sunny Monday laundry
10 years is a long stride, but this is
the growth that lias taken place in soap contains a wonderful
onuiin no
DENVER BREAD
If!
MIL UftlL! UUUKU Ul . Ja the sulphur industry m ;ne rniteu dirt-startwhich saves half
flS-S3ITQSmmsmmaJP States since litun. Furthermore, it the rubbing.
soap itself
was not so verv long ago that the
I
does
Sonnet Concerning a Millionaire.
most
of
work
the
Vnited States scut abroad more than
you
You're rich; you ve bundles of bonds
assist it. Your poor
for natlV 8ulphur
mxm
annuay
merely
ana siocks;
by far the largest part of which came back will
A thousand men your commands
appreciate the diffrom Sicily.
In 1009 the United
ference
once.
at
'
obey;
States not only produced enoguh sul-- j
When you happen to wish to rest
THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
but
own
needs
lor
her
phur
exported
Sunny Monday will do its
you may;
o7,142 long tons, valued at ?7JG,92S,
best work in any kind of
You own broad acres and city blocks;
YOUR HOME
las compared with an importation of
to ignore the
You are rich enough
water hot, cold, hard or
various grades valued at $519,032,
knocks
Ail waters look alike to
each leaving a balance of trade in favor of soft.
Of the envious ones below;
this country of nearly $2UU,000.
Sunny Monday.
day
The Frasch Process in Lousiana.
While others are toiling for little
of conditions
The great reversal
Vienna Silkoline
Duplex Scrim
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
pay
whereby the United States has beCHICAGO
Cloth
to
more
Dundee
Radium
You
heaps
add
your
heap
No.
40.
Burlap
Fe.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa
Telephone
come a dominant factor in the sulof rocks.
Calais
Geneva
Cloth
Duplex
of
world
the
is
phur industry
New
largely ginia, California, New York,
PURCHASES
CASH
due to the inventive genius of
ALL
Corona Cloth
GIVE
WE
REGISTER
TICKETS WITH
English Taffeta
Mexico, and other states, it is to be
You're rich, so rich that you never man
Krasch, an American of
hoped that these figures may be reDenim
Cloth
need
Dimity
The process
land, Ohio.
whereby versed in the not
distant future.
To wince or worry when bills arCurtains
Rugs
Carpets
in practically i Notes on the pyrite industry in the
sulphur is obtained
rive;
the
condition
from
earth
is
pure
with
tables
different
states,
together
when
You're rich;
you feel that
name as of production, imports and consumpknown troni the inventor
you're off your feed
the Frasch process and is employed
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY
tion, are given in a report on "SulYou may quit the scenes where the
in working the grtat sulphur deposits phur and Pyrite," by W. C. Phalen,
foolish strive;
in Lousiana.
Briefly the process is just issued by the United States GeoY'ou may hunt for pleasures in pas
A well is driven in much logical Survey a3 an advance chapus follows:
tures new
the same manner as a ga3 or oil well ter of "Mineral Resources" for 1909.
And forget your cares, but you never
O. Box 219
No. 36 $
sunk, and into it are placed several It may be obtained free of charge by
do.
of
Surconcentric
lines
of
the
the
SuperDirector
pipes.
addressing
CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC
FRESH CAKES
FRESH PIES
heated water introduced through the vey, at Washington, D. C.
You're rich; men wa'it in your ante
outer pipe melts the sulphur which
room
be several hundred feet below the RATON HAS $20,000 DETo ask your favor or learn your may
Hot compressed air is then
surface.
PARTMENT STORE FIRE.
will;
forced through the smallest of the
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
The market weakens when you are
This forms an aerated emul- Interfered With Initiation of Twelve
pipes.
ill.
Candidates in the Elks on
Your frown is cause for widespread sion with the moulten sulphur which
Second Floor.
is forced out by hydrostatic pressure
gloom ;
The Mendelssohn department store
pipes and
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever You're rich; you can give men hope between the remaining
discharged in a purified form into at Raton, Colfax county, was almost
or doom
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
each day large vats where cooling, solidificaThem to hopelessness;
completely destroyed by a fire which
tion, and feeding go on simultaneousa power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
you fill
started in the furnace room shortly
The sulphur is then broken up, before
With efforts that make you richer ly.
midnight Saturday night. The
shipped by rail to the Gulf coast, loss on building and contents will exANY BOY
still;
on
loaded
and
by
ships
machinery
ceed $20,000. On the second floor the
That make you mightier, higher loom.
CAN RUN
transported to eastern coast points.
Raton lodge of Elks was initiating a
THIS ;
Uses of Sulphur.
You're rich; when you wish you may
corps of twelve candidates. The
ENGINE.
take your ease,
Sulphur is of use both directly and lodge was immediately adjourned and
Y'ou may leave the murk and the
joined with the fire demuimcuy to aimust very individual the members
ill the country, for it touches vitally partment in fighting the flames.
grime behind:
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
You may journey in search of the the fertilizing industry in an indirect
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
If you want anything on earth try
sights that please,
way and fruit growing more directly.
lubricated and supplied with dean gasoline.
Y'ou may look and rest and forget In the form of pyrite it is
extensively a New Mexican Want Ad.
the grind;
employed in the manufacture of sulY'ou may claim such joys as the fa phuric acid, which is largely used in
HOW'S THIS?
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
vored few
We offer One Hundred Dollara Rethe manufacture of phosphate fer- work. For sale by
An immense quantity
May ever possess, but you never do. tilizer.
of ward for any case of Catarrh that canChicago Record-Herald- .
FRANK
sulphur is used in bleaching wood not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M.
pulp, the chief raw material of our F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Initiated Las Vegas newspapers.
Twenty-twMatch manufacturers,
We, the undersigned, have known
on
Council of Knights of Columbus
powder makers, sugar refiners, and F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Sunday initiated 22 candidates.
makers of ruliher goods all use it, and believe him perfectly honorable In all
Arrested for Wife Desertion Charg as a
business transactions and financially
drug u Is well known.
ed with wife desertion. Isidoro Casias
able to carry out any obligations made
The Pyrite Industry.
of Las Vegas, was arrested at La
American people must be fed; by his firm.
The
near Las Vegas.
GAR
WE DQ NOT CARRY JUST A "SPRINKLING"
OF
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
crops must therefore be grown, and
Suit for Divorce In the district to
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
TOOLS, BUT A GREAT BIG V ARIETY OF SERVICEABLE, G
grow good crops the ground recourt for Bernalillo county, yesterday,
QUALITY HOES, RAKES, F ORKS TOOLS OF ALL KINDS
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken InterThough very little
quires fertilizers.
blood
Emory Garber filed suit against Jose- is heard about the us; of
THE
GARDEN.
the
upon
acting
directly
nally,
pyrite in
THE BEST CARPENTERS C OME TO US FOR THEIR TOOLS,
phine Hall Garber, for divorce.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
fertilizer
the
nevertheless
it
industry,
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
BECAUSE THEY KNOW WE KEEP THE BEST.
Died at Insane Asylum Guadalupe
sent free. Price 75c.
plays a very important part in the Testimonials
who had been conversion of
of
Montano
Las
Sold
all
bottle.
Vegas,
Druggists.'
by
per
insoluble
rock
&
in
bulk and package
field seeds
All kinds of flowers, garden
ordinary
ALFALFA SEED.
a patient at the territorial asylum for or "hone'
Take Hall's Family Pills tor
phosphate into the soluble
Wood-Davi- s
the insane since 1899, died on Sunday. form, or
pyThe
"superphosphate."
Fe
in
house
The only exclusive
At
Las
Granted
License
Marriage
rite must first be converted into
Vegas, a marriage license was grant sulphuric acid, which 's often done
Need
You
ed to Margarita Armijo, aged 17, and at the fertilizer
Sulplant itself.
Jose S. Hares of Louisville, Colo.,
A
phuric acid, made largely from pyrite,
25.
is perhaps the chief among our comPhone Black aged
Phone Black
A
storm
hail
Hail Storm at Clovis
mercial acids.
It enters in diverse
at Clovis on Sunday evening did coninto the bulK of our industrial
worth ways
siderable damage. About
and is turned out by the
of window panes were broken. Sever- processes,
RATON
ton from different chemical factories.
al people were painfully injured.
YANKEE
Large Deposits of Pyrite in Virginia,
Sheepman Burned in His Bed Ga- CERRILLOS
York
New
and
Other
California,
vino Mares of Anton Chico, Guadalupe
States.
county, was seriously burned while in
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
hV.SESr. Y
Though the United States produced
a sheep camp. The sparks from a
ton's
in
1909
of
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
230,000
nearly
long
on
set
his bed clothing
burning log
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
pyrite, valued at more than $1,000,000,
fire.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T.&8.F. Depot.
this quantity did not meet the doOrdered Out of Las Vegas The
85
mestic requirements and the imports
Telephone
Telephone 85
wife of a well known Las Vegas citi
were nearly 700,000 long tons, valued
zen secured the arrest of Edna Cart
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
ner who ktpt a house of ill fame at at approximately $2,500,000. As large
of building material
mine run coal
I.r.s V'sa.s.
The woman was fined deposits of pyrite are known in Vir- that our Tailoring is perfect because
100 and ordered to leave the city.
that fact is well known all over town.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Divorced and Then Married Again
But we may remind you that we have
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
At Albuquerque, Thomas J. Newman Take LAXATI V E BROMO
just received a fine line of Spring
Table
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
and Mary E. Ingram were married on Druggi&tsiefund money if itQuinine
lmfoved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
CAI
ails to cure E Suitings and Overcoatings and that
Justice of the W. GROVE'S signature ts on each box
by
Saturday
and Rancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
evening
or
to
new
is
either
have
chance
your
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
Peace Wallace McClellan. The couple
both made up( to your order. We
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
had been divorced several months ago.
We Have Built Up
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
V.
Silver City Postal Bank The Silver
you will be satisfied with the charge,
in
second
New
City postal bank, the
too.
Mexico, the first being at Raton, will
Modern Residences for Rent.
open oni May 1. Postmaster Wiley
101 Washington Ave
has gone to Globe, Arizona, to learn
103
the details of the postal savings plan.
Ave.
mornOnly Five Drunks Monday
ing saw only five drunks at Albuquerque facing Justice of the Peace Craig
and paying their $5 fine and costs.
The men were Jose Mares.. H. Decker
Cer. Palace and Washington Avanua.
who is
Harry Thompson,
George Clark and Jose Arias.
Wedding at Las Vegas At Las Vegas yesterday noon, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Danziger, the wedProm
ding of Miss Gretta Llewellyn Scott
-TAOS
BARRANCA
and Wellington George Hoover
of
Rigs,
WE HANDLE LUMBER
Raton took place. Rev. Norman SkinSouth
Meets Both North
Horses.
Buggies,
ner of the Presbyterian church per- in large Quantities and have every
modern
for
the
facility
furnishing
Bounds Trains.
formed the ceremony.
very best rough or dressed
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
Lumber
30 H. P.
Q
Foley Kidney Pills contain In con
Che north bound train and arrives at
$1,500
every description. We are thua
centrated form ingredients of estab- of
7 p. m.
at
Taos
Drivers rrsMed.
to
enabled
make the very best prices
We repair and care for ail makes
lished therapeutic value for the relief
Ten miles shorter than any otSr
for
Lumber
of
such
high
grade.
nd cure of all kidney and bladder
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
We will be pleased to figure on your way. Good covered hack and food
ailments.
Foley Kidney Pills are an- contracts.
'.earns.
Beet Gsspar
tiseptic, tonic and restorative. ReSANTA FE GARAGE
Palace Ave.
ETtiy THIBET AcJttto 3Mlai P
fuse substitute. For sale by all
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MARCH

Zook's Phartnacv
Phone 2 1 3

S5.00

- WINDS

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds.
Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zook s P harm?
Phone 213

Ar.

i

HIE
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ONE WEAK SPOT.

1.51B1LL

Part and Too Often Its' The Back.
Host Santa Fe People Have a Weak
weaK spot.
Everyone ha
Too often its' a bad back.
Twinges lollow every sudden twist.
Dull aching keeps up, day and night
Tells you the kidneys need help
For backache is really kidney-ache- .
A kidney cure is what you need.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys.
Cure backache and urinary ills.
Santa Fe people recommend the
remedy.
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillos St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong
today as when I publicly recommended them in 1902. I was caused much
suffering by backache for three years
and my loins were so painful at times
that it was all I could do to ge around.
Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved
me and I had no return attack of the
trouble for six months. At that time
my work brought on a recurrence of
backache. I at once took Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me relief. A
medicine that lives up to the claims
made for it like Doan's Kidney Pills
do, deserve the strongest endorse-
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As labor leaders ami
terminal facilities, free ports, work - BOY SCOUTS' OATH TO BE
peart
AGAINST TIPPLING.
men have come to understand
ingmen's compensation and insurance
garden cities, city planning and many
things,
,y have ncou raged
In that
other similar matters.
to
Every bus- The Proposed New Law Practically
Hoy tieouts.
Will Form Youths Into an Army
ineas man is called on from time to
i' is shown
that the op- "F
flnl CwtnU
!.
tha f wonM not b
- .on of the labor '!eui'-iitime to make a decision regarding
to ward
Against Tips.
lii" tt lunui.
win trouii!ftil
treat deal witf,
U'fiH'1
and
Kovr alneo taking
these subjects and can do so much
Scout
livr
the toy
gradually
' arm
y Calliarlic
vr ry iniieb better
:n'.
fel
a
are
Scouts
some
s'.i
more wisely if he has spent
I
ig
All
Thelioy
dying out.
eertainly reremmind tlim to m; frietnia
as li.e li t mwaieiiie liav ever
ti.'"
lias
time abroad actually studying thejsade against tipping. A
ttazmet. Otboru JLlU So. 1. 1 ji Hirer. Kui.
Aulu
situation and knows at first hand ac- been recommended in the Scout law
EOY SCOUTS UNDER
curately what is being dune and by a committee of the National
TWELVE YEARS REMAIN.
and
the results are satisfactory, cil of the Boy Scouts of
!
1 hro'isii a
sen;.
to the
There is no way in which lie could this recommendation
ti e country under twelve
throughout
Council
visit Europe under circumstances members of the National
5.ar. ef ag. have In come 'IVmbri'-ctwithin a
more favorable for securing j jst the probably will be adopk-!..:. have lion" .i;cl! lit woik. Th"
Had
few days, unless there is strong opinformation needed.
provides that only
jIjii ai, i.ovve-rThe proposed plank of the
We should not forget the important position.
and
between
years old
follows:
as
Scout
law
reads
-commercial advantage cjf this trip;
70c
ALL
111.
suffered from a fe- - may herorae
i!o' SroiitS, iit'lfi the
Chicngo.
"I
is
"A
Scout
lie
works
DRUGGISTS
thrifty.
not only will it bring about closer
male weakness ami stomach trouble. Ciller' Oil
he
i
houal
vli:i'
al,e
l'lTairtt
Or
afiint
relations between our organizations, faithfully, wastes nothing, and makes
ami I went to tins vvi:h the
wr
t.n
orip,-lr.,;
under !J years
'
w. . rn!i--to
Or yo;tr
r'rt;i.;U
store to pet a bottle have a
but it will give individual men an op- - the best use of his opportunities, liuj
; he Hoy
ta- k.
b
in
:,k.
."!!
ttfl
any joined
of J.ydia K.
may pay
in com saves his money so that
blcrlinR Kemcdy Co., Wheeling. W.Va.
portunity to meet the lead-it he
Xt.ClltiVI- tain: ll
was la n up
li
t
a
It;
own
his
be
to
those
generous
Yege
way,
merciat anu nnancial circles and to
AMKUAL SALE, 12 MILLION BOXES
I'
Organiza'iuii.
Compound, lmt, th.i Of the
iiy objects.
establish personal relations
with In need and helpful to w
did
not.
clerk
li
want
was
the
decided
o:!!lC
boys
advan- - IIE MAY GIVE HIS SERVICES fOK
them, which should result.
to let me have it
ado! 'allied from the
s tha' had
liirec'or of the
twelve
MIST NOT RECEIVE
1m said it was no (than
tageous business connections later on. 'AY' I!l
mi! ted should
and
retained,
nominal
!:'
'he
a'
price of
burvey
pood a:id wanted me
Such a trip as this will do much to
'! . , ..
by
igkt be
perhaps a plan
1
to
The
is
each.
something
(en
try
portion
and
the
relaincrease
improve
trade
else, but knowiutr which they might become members t,f o: the area
Hons between
w.is surveyed la.-- r year,
this country
and1 If this plank is adopted by the
all about it 1 in- a .Junior Hoy Scout Oruaniz.it ion It
Itional Council in connection with the
after the creation of the park by
visiteu.
sisted and finally was deemed unwise ;o introt it. nnd I am so
Congress, and the resulis of the enLaw, it
general revision or me
lnvitinn to Canon.
scout
and
mas'ers
accordingly
tire survey will now be combined into
that r,on.o(iu itov Scouts 'J:ma LUM 10rt ''as cured me.
will
the
country
" I know of so nianv cases where wo- throughout
one
This will be ready for dism ui,c an impon- map.
trill is to invite European oriraniza- - '" "lls couniry
lecpiesi.s to help these yo uiif;' is in tribution
s
a condition that men have been cured ,y J.ydia j;.
the Geological
by
Survey
tions to attend the Fifth International !ll,lt stalld "Bn'nst
Compound that 1 rati every way possible.
It will lie sold n the
a'uoui June It,.
nas an".veit epopie in this coun- say to Vegetable
Congress of the Chambers of
woman
if
every
suiTeriiipr
that
v
11118
oniinary form at J.", cents a copy and
prove help- medicine- does not help Iter, there is GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
merce, which is to be held in Boston i,r a pocket edition will also be bound up
that will." Mrs. Janktzki
m 1912.
This congres is made up
preventing uie mruicr spread nothing
ESTABLISHED IN MONTANA. iii
SMK3 Arch ht.,
Chicago, J!l.
(overs and sold at. :!. cents a copy.
of the leading business
men of the 01 tipping and may pave the vvav for
is the age of substitution, nnd
Thi3
1,3
The map shows all the physical
"oo'i'ionworld, and its session here will be:
United
Now
Being Engraved by
who want a cure should insist Map
1 lle
teat tires of ;!, park and will be invalof great benefit to the entire country.
ljtct of the members of the ,.'.!'on Lydv.i
States Geological Survey. A
h. Pinkham's Vegetable
uable lo travelers, tourists, and
i..ir
"
ol
""s
i"""' Compound just as this woman did and
from the standpoint
commercial
Region of Natural Wonders.
1,1 1110 bcm" liMV 18,0
campers.
,on" "llt clour- not accept Sidiiethingelse on which the,
organizations and cities, it. is ex-diffcr-ni-between druggist can make a little more profit,
tremely desirable that they should be ,y to tnp boy tlie
The 1'tiitcd States Geological Sur
AVomen who are passing through this
well represented on this lour.
A accepting money for service render-- i
has in process of engraving a fine
vey
iuic;n penou or who are siillenn' topographic map of the new Glacier
number of the larger cities are plan- eel ana accepting a tip tor a courtesy
of those distressing ills .e- o.- a "good turn "
any
fr',,ni
twoThe
aim
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ning to invite the delegates to this
This map will be
ctiliar to their sex should not lose lglit National I'ark.
The boy is encour: eel to oc of th0 fHet
congress to visit them before leaving
f()1.
used in the administration of the parn
j V(li;v
tl.lt
years
tljrty
to earn money Tj.v doing odd K. l'inkhani's Vegetable "Compound, bv the Interior I)
and those who contemnlate '1'rilt-and will!
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Ai the same which is made from roots and herbs
Socorro A force o; men is s'iil at
this can find no better opportunity j"bs and lo save it.
also be available tor distribution lo
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the
new
standard
of
the
fe
Scout
another
for
plank
' work cleaning out the Merriti mine at
remedy
to present their invitations than by jtime
the
,
public.
male ills, in almost evervcoinniiinitv
in l'l up ami lim ing i' oi in ii
nil lilt
sending their strongest, men on this law says:
This splendid people's playground,
vviu nun women vvno nave lieen
"A Scout is useful.
of active operations. Doctor
He
be
must
beginning
trip.
restored to health bv l.vdi.'i v. I'iot.- the youngest of our national parks,
llrown. the- promoter of the recent
Advices received from abroad indi- prepared at any time lo sa ve .life or ham's 'eget:i!,le ('oini)ound.
covers nearly
a million acres in
sale of the Dewey group of mines
lie must do
cate a cordial reception for the party helfi injured persons.
of
south
.Montana
northwestern
just
all along the line, as there wia be a A GOOD TIR.V TO SOMEEiODY park, leaves, flowers or fruit; or six the Canadian line and includes the from A. I). Coon to the I'rovidenre
of
birds
their
number of public functions, many or- EVERY DAY."
by
species
plumage. lcwis and Livingston mountain rang- - Mine and Development company, will
return in a few days from the east,
A
cout is laugnt to lie courteous notes, tracks or habits; or six
ganizations are planning to include in
jes, which constitute the northern; where has just
purchased several
their delegation one ur two members to strangersj answering questions and of native wild animals by their form, Continental liivide.
Throughout the
find area hundreds of majestic peaks rise, carloads of such ruining supplies ami
who are accustomed to public speak- giving to them the service one gentle-- , color, call, tracks or habit.
as will he necessary in
In this way it is expected that man renders to another. He is taught the North Star, and name and de-ing.
or lo.iiuo feet above sea equipments
K.iiiim,
lie erection of buildings and the ii.
,
(. lit UULn Ol
(111
f,!'-1JIH
the party will convey to Europeans
iviu .ii . ..iir.i Hi ai..uiit ill.
"'
even
and
".win
feet,
2,
una,
,imiii,
an enthusiastic message of invitation iio women, io neip lacnes across tne stars, ' anil "Kurnish satisfactory evi- in depth, at the bottom of which htallation of machinery at the mines.
Altos McKinney,
Pinos
of the
si reel, to carry bundles for aged or deuce that be has put into practice
and goodlellowship.
More than t;.)
dash clacial torrents
linn of Corrigan, McKinney
& Co..
.
Those taking part in this tour may invalid women, to assist tlx weak and in his daily life the principles of the ,.,,.;,.,.. mav he fmlnd in
,);irk, large steel
of Cleveland, O.,
Another addition to the Scout Vow and Law.'
operators
take with them feminine members of helpless.
in
area.
some of them sev'ral miles
Altos.
silent several days in Finos
"A Scout!
proposed Scout law says:
their families.
This map shows also many lakes, Grant
the work
is courteous.
He is polite to all, es- BOY SCOUT SECRETARIES
county, inspecting
in
old
the
and
small,
nestling
large
that is being done on the Savanna
VISIT HEADQUARTERS. glacier-scourepecially to women, children, old peoPLANS FOR DAMMING
The glaciers
basins.
upon which his firm has an
properties
James E. West, Executive Secre- of the
THE GUADALUPE RIVER. ple and the weak and helpless. HE
are but small remnants i.ptioif.
Mr. McKinney exacts to
JU'ST NOT TAKE ANY TIPS FOR tary of the Boy Scouts of America, of the park
continental
many
glaciers
in about two weeks
at which
COi'RTE-OVS.- " has invited the Boy Scouts
Councils
It Already Furnishes 30,000
Horse BEING IIELI'ECL OR
the lee Age, mantled time
which,
during
t
development with regards to
of lie different cities lo send their
Power for Flour Mills and Will
of
American
the
the northern portion
the future or the property will be deof the new Scout law executive secretaries to the National
The framc-rIrrigate Thousands of Acres.
some of them are suf- cided
a continent, yet
upon.
have aimed to impress the idea of Headquarters in New York on
to challenge t lie
His idea is to ficiently stupendous of the hardiest al- New Braunt'els, Texas, April 24.
courtesy upon the boys, and to make visit, of a few days.
and
Plans for damming the Guadalupe riv- them see that it is nor proper to have the secretaries become more daringclimbersability
and explorers.
The
er for irrigation purposes are round- take tips for such things. They also thoroughly acquainted with the many pine is described
'
by the Federal To- park
For tender face and neck after shaving into form and for a number of have emphasized the point that the details of the Boy Scout movement
wondrous!
a
of
as
place
months a company of engineers have boys should earn money and that they (and to understand the many problems pographers
for pimples, black heads, dandruff
ing,
most
of
one
the
iierhaps
been at work in an effort to find the should
save
Other proposed now lacing it. Many of the problems beauty,
i fill
mountain regions in the world. or any skin or scalp disease use ZEMO
point most available where the struct-- changes in the Scout law require are of a constructive nature, re As
as a dozen years ago John and ZEMO SOAP.
lure can be built. It is understood that, a Scout's honor be trusted; that quiring the building up of the execu- - Muirlong
ZEMO is guaranteed (o relieve nil
described
this portion of Mon
that an eastern syndicate with sever-- j he be loyal to the Scout leaders, his live force, not only in headquarters,
soreness and itching. The soap is part
a! million dollars behind it is financ-- home parents and country; that, he but throughout the country, lo meet tana as one of the most favored spots of the
treatment, best for all toilet
ol the continent, where men might
ing this undertaking and that when be friendly to all, and a brother to the tremendously rapid growth of the almost find the
purposes.
of
renewed
springs
Mr. West
cmpleted it will be the greatest irri- every other Scout.
The new law Boy Scout organization.
Sold by druggists everywhere and
life. At least, lie said that a season's
gating system in the country. The asks also that, he be kind to animals, feels that by having the various local
in Santa Fe by The Capital Pharmacy.
in this region should
add
sojourn
Guadalupe is fed by monstrous springs save them from pain, and not to kill secretaries visit headquarters they
ten years to the traveler's earthly soStop in at The Capital Pharmacy
at New Braunfels, the dams there fur- one unnecessarily.
A Scout should will get better in touch with the work
and geta free sample of ZEMO and
nishing 30.000 horse power operating be ever cheerful and smile or whistle and there will be still greater unity j journ.
The major portion of the Glazier ZEMO SOAP.
a number of the largest flour mills in when in difficulty, and never shirk or in the Hoy Scout activities through- The surest and most economical
was surveyed
Park
by the Tinted
Texas. The plan is to conserve this grumble at hardships.
He must be out the country.
Among the men States
several treatment for eczema, pimples, dandGeological Survey
flow of water at a point about ten
danissued
been
the
to
have
face
whom
invitations
brave, having
courage
f
years ago. and three topographic ruff and all diseases of the skin and
miles below and irrigate several ger in
spite of fear and to stand up are: J. It. Mellon, secretary of the sheets
this portion ( the scalp. Do not neglect, this. They will
thousand acres of bottom land by lor the
right against the coaxing of Hoy Scout Council of Pittsburg, i'u.; Kintla representing
and give you prompt relief and put you on
Chief
Mountain,
Lakes,
In
addition to these, friends and the jeers or enemies.
gravity canals.
T. I.. Tierney, secretary of the Philawere engraved and the road to a cure. Good for infants
large pumping plants will force the
K. L. Gepson, of Browning maps)
Scout law also requires delphia Council:
These maps may now hi! as well as grown jiersotis.
vater to pools on the high points and that a Scout be clean of body and Omaha, Neb.; Frederick N. Cook of printed.
thus make it possible to bring th.3
thought; and stand lor clean speech, lloston, and F. A. Crosby, of Chicago.
high lands under irrigation. Since clean
sport and clean habits. A Scon!
this part of Texas has been so thor- is reverend
IS TO
toward God and respects
oughly drenched with rains in the last the convictions of others in matters
PLANTS, Fruit in Season. Wedding
VISIT SCOUTS HERE.
Cllt FlOWerS
two months it was thought that this
and Table Bouquets and Decorations. ''.
of custom and religion.
General Sir Robert S. S.
A
,J
Funeral Designs.
irrigation plan might be held up for
The new Scout law has been workhas announced his intentions
a time. But it seems that the projecof
25c
An
extra
town
of
careful
attention.
orders
Out
visit
charge
given
to the Hoy
)'
of making an early
)
for packing on orders under $3.00.
General
Scouts of America.
i;!
:.nri expect to be in a position to cul
of New York; Mr. George D. Porter,
founder of the Scout
tivate the lands regardless of the of
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
founder ot the Boy Scout
Philadelphia; Mr. E. M. Robinson,
whims of the rain god. When this
of New York; Mr. G. W. Hinckley, movement, recently entertained Ernplant is completed, one of the most of
Santa Fe- - New Mexico. i!
Phone Black 12.
chief scout of
Hinckley, Me.; Mr. G. E. Johnson, est Thompson-Seton- ,
fertile valleys in Texas which for
of Pittsburg, Pa.; Mr. Clark W.
in
Scouts
of
the
EngHoy
America,
years has been used as a cattle ranch,
and Mr. Arthur A. Carey, land and showed him in detail the actwill be broken into small farms devotivities and the purposes of the Boy
ed to the growing of winter vege- of Waltham, Mass.
He is thorScouts of Great Britain.
tables and that greenery that is so
oughly devoted to boys' work and
much relished by people of the north SOME PROPOSED CHANGES
IN SCOUT ACTIVITIES.
will make a return visit to the Hoy
during the winter.
A committee which ha3 been work- Scouts of America within a
short
ten months. They have hundreds of
It is possible that he may Chickering Bros.
ing on the Scout law also has revised rime.
The Sound Sleep of Good Health.
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and
of
Lane.
the
Bush
a
him
with
the
Engtroop
Can not be over estimated and any
requirements for the three differ- bring
and Arizona.
It has recom- lish Hoy Scouts.
Co.
ailment that prevents it is a menace ent classes of Scouts.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to health.
J. L. Southers, Eau mended to the National Council of the
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
L.
SCHIFF
MORTIMER
of
America
Scouts
Hoy
many changes
Claire, Wis., says: "I have been unVictor
terms will prove to prospective piano
SUPPORTS BOY SCOUT WORK.
able to sleep roundly nights, because in the qualifications for Tenderfoot,
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-demas
Mr. Mortimer L.
and
Schiff, son of
Scout. If
of pains across my back and sore- second-class- ,
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
activeL.
Schiff
is
Jacob
these
the
a
are
recommendations
banker,
ness of my kidneys.
accepted,
My appetite
more than half way in making
and
Interior
Pianos,
many
Player
movein
Scout
interested
a
the
to
become
ly
Boy
Tenderfoot, must
was very poor and my general con- boy,
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple ?nd satHe is a member of the exdition was much run down. I have be at least 12 years old, know the ment.
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
board
of
National
Council
ecutive
the
Scout
salute
and
law,
sign,
signifibeen taking Foley Kidney Pills but
loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
He also must of the Hoy Scouts of America and car
a short time and now sleep as sound cance of the badge.
of
the
finance
chairman
commifee.
know
the composition and history ot
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
as a rock, my general condition is
Mr. Schiff, who gives much time to
N. M.
greatly Improved, and I know that the National Flag and the customary
Music
Dealers
The
Established 1900
::
::
Square
Albuquerque,
He also many charities and philanthropic
Foley Kidney Pills have cured me." forms of resiiect due it.
SANTA FE TRAIL CIRIO CO.
FE
OFFICE
SANTA
WITH
New
in
workmovements
has
to
is
York,
tie
several sailor's
required
For sale by all druggists.
knots.
Changes also are proposed ed hard for the Boy Scouts and looks
in the requirements for the second-clasupon the movement as one of the
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
In addition to serving greatest
Scout.
organizations
one month as a Tenderfoot, a boy in the interest of the boys that has
(From the New Mexican of this ate must show proficiency in
tracking, yet been devised.
1891.)
signalling, cooking in camp, reading
the compass, and must have at least REDUCED OPPOSITION
Major Palen, the territorial treasur- one dollar in the bank, instead ot
AMONG LABOR UNIONS.
er, has received from the National twentyrfive cents, as previously.
Though labor unions Jn several
To
Treasury the second annual install- become a
s
Scout, he must parts of the country have been at
ment of the $10,ni)0 for the New Mex- be able to swim
fifty years, and must tacking me uoy scout movement, it (t
ico Agricultural Experiment Station. have two dollars in
The now develops that in several mstan jjj
the bank.
A check for that amount was today
for skill in signalling, ces their hostility was due to a lack
requirements
forwarded by the treasurer to Col.
of understanding.
They were of the
H
cooking, first aid to the injured,
W. L. Rynerson, secretary and treasand drawing, judging dis- opinion that the movement aimed to
urer of the Agricultural college at tances and
felling timber have been .train the boys to be soldiers, anil that
Las Cruces.
Scout
raised. The following have been add- it insisted, through the Boy
The baseball fever is raging in the ed to the
1 have ourchased
s
oath, upon implicit obedience to one's
the entire stock nf horses & emiinment fnrmerlv
of a
requirements
southern part of the territory.
Many labor leaders have
Scout: "Describe
fully six employers.
B.
P.
Williams
owned
and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
The case of Geronimo Candelario
by
species ot trees or plants by their been led to study the manual and ji
the various books concerning the or- ;i CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of
against the Santa Fe railroad comday or night
pany for $20,000 damages which has
ganization and they have found that i'!
I will til
with
a
In
furnish
vnn
anv
mnv
L!katiKk
von
kind
of
want.
rir
been on trial at Albuquerque
for
the Boy Scout activities first of all ..
v
j
j
j
several days, was decided adversely
recreation
provide healthy outdoor
endeavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit !(;
Tl
about the wontlrfal
to complainant.
iiAMARVELWhirlinaSnrav for the boys, train them to be alert
your patronage.
It is reported that construction will
.!:and teach them to be honest, patriotic
i win
BfBt ii oat conveobe resumed at an early date upon the
citizens.
leiu. it cleans
They have found that a
New Mexico railway and the line
boy is urged to obey his conscience;
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Atk your dromrlatfor lt
that there is no effort to require him
no uaiinut auiiiiiy tilt
completed up the Hondo and Bonito il
M A It V K I.
The line was other, but lend itAmn for
to be obedient to his
valley to San Pedro.
employer
It ffWei
Phone ,139 Red
Santa Fe, N.
built from Pecos City to Eddy last Ul;utrated
his own sense of right, and
against
full n&rflGDlara ajul direction! ln- if
Talnatiln to larilea. M lfVKL CO.
year. Engineering News.
to
movement
tends
that
the
world
4 teat 114 Marat. HiJCW ll-fj

Seligman announced today
that A. Staab, Santa Fes millionaire
merchant who leaves New York bat-- '
m day for Kurope, has accepted the
invitation to join in Kurope the Boston Chamber of Commerce
party.
delegates from
which will include
other large organizations from all
jover the United States.
'
Mr. Staab is considered just the
man to represent Santa Fe on a tour
ment."
to Europe
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 of this kind. He has been
he has travelled
Co., Buffalo, dozens of times and
cents.
lie will
New York, sole agents for the United extensively in this country.
information
valuable
doubtless
gain
States.
industrial pro- Remember the name Dor.n's and concerning European
tour
the
Boston Cham- Of
the
Igress.
take no other.
'
bcr of Commerce News, says:
The party, although conducted by
If you want anything on earth try the Boston Chamber of Commerce, will
a New Mexican Want Ad.
not. be limited to Boston or New Kng-- i
hind business men, but will include
Good results always follow She use delegates from other large organizaof Foley Kidney
Pills. They give tions in all parts of the United States.
A
100.
prompt relief in all cases of kidney l'he limit has ben fixed at
and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold certain number of delegates has been
apportioned to each of the outside
by all druggists.
'
invited to
cities which have been
Some of these
send representatives.
wish to send more
cities, however,
delegates than have been all'otted to
If these allotments are to be
them.
extended, it is all the more necessary
to know at once how many members
of the Boston Chamber of Commerce
basket leaves Monday Tuesday 'expect to make the tour. The other
Returns Thursday and Friday. cities are showing a strong interest
to send their
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop in the tour and intend men.
It is,
most representative
Mrs. F O.BROWN Agent
therefore, incumbent on Boston to see
that its representation is as strong as
Phone No. 23 Red
possible.
The tour presents an excellent op-- I
portunity to secure at first hand in-- I
Open Day and Night
formation regarding the best, things
that are being done in Kuroiiean
La Salle Restaurant
'centers of industry and to obtain Eu-- !
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
rcpean methods of handling and solving important industrial, commercial wo boors below F. Andrews Stor
The ecoand municipal problems.
REGULAR MEALS 25c
nomic benefit, of applying the best of
in this country
these
conditions
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS
would be of inestimable value. This
information would be of great value
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00
in the future work of the commercial
organizations of the country for much
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
of it will have a direct bearing on
50c.
New York Chop Suey
The mitheir everyday problems.
jority of problems with which an
Forste-MIlbur-
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H. KERR,

industrial
interested
'
and commercial affairs must cope are
In

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

oralso being solved by European
suggestions
ganizations and many
can be secured
by observing their
methods.
Serious Purpose oi the Tour.
The tour also makes it possible for
the members of the party to see,
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. under the most favorable conditions,
the best things in Europe that are of
business.
interest to progressive
Their time will not be taken up with
Whenever you want an easy shave
Men of
unprofitable
sightseeing.
As good as barbers ever gave.
large affairs, as well as the average
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
citizen, will find the trip exceedingly
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
profitable, because in nearly every
I'll suit the contour of your face,
My razor sham and scissors keeu.
present day discussion regarding im--I
My shop is neat and towetaare clean
And everything I think you'll And
portant matters there is more or less
To suit the taste and please the mind.
reference to tha way in which similar
conditions are being met abroad. The
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
administration and government of
European municipalities are frequently held up as an example to American
Much is said about foreign
cities.
O. K. BARBER SHOP
methods of coping with industrial
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
problems.
Again we hear reference
to European banking methods, docks,

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.

T. W. ROBERT S
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point ofthe Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished
Institution."
Army officers detailed by War Department.
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VVC7
Vtj&iV
: "
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'

Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or business life.
Great amiuBt of open air work. Healthiest location of any Military School in
the Union.
Located in the beautiful
"fcos valley, trie garoen spoi oi me
west-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
se?kvel. sunshine every day, but little
or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges
Ten DUlldinrs. thnrmfcrhlv
furnished
heated, lighted and modern in all respects. ,
RECENTS--

E

A. CAHOON

President,

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogue address. CoL JAS.W. WILSON,
Superintendent
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terminal of branch lines. It says:
"The Burlington, the Rock Island
and the Santa Fa railroads all come
THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
to Denver and end here. Their passAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
engers must be transferred to other
and Superintendent. roads that start from Denver and run
Editor and President.
JOHN K. 6TAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureSan Francisco.
(to Salt Lake and
Hasn't that fact had a great deal to
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe PostofCce.
do with Denver's growth?
"Suppose that the Burlington, the
.?3.50
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail.
Rock Island and Santa Fe roads had
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
. 1.00
Weekly, six months
gone right through Denver to Salt
Daily, per month, by carrier. . . .75
ever
. 2.00 Lake and on to San Francisco,
year
per
Weekly,
5
mail
Daily, per month, by
were built, having Denver
since
they
.
.50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Oaily, per year, by mail
as a dining station or the end of a
division at. which engines were chang
COUNTY.
FE
SANTA
OF
PAPER
OFFICIAL
ed, and then th? trains pushed right
on to the Pacific, is it likely that Den
to
sent
is
Mexico.
New
It
in
new
oldest
la
the
Mexican
spaper
Tlie New
ver would be the great city it is toevery postoffice In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation day?
"Take Omaha!
amont the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

SANTA

IE NEW

was
"Omaha was before Denver
thought of. It is in the midst of the
greatest agricultural and
states in the Union. It became a
wholesale center forty-fiv- e
years ago.
It has the Union Pacific, the Burling
ton, the Northwestern, the Rock Island
and a
other trunk linss
from north to south and intermediate;
but they all run right through. Omaha
is on the map with a vengeance! And
Omaha is a right smart city; but Den
ver, the water-tanstation, tnat isn t
on the map at all, that can't reach
the Pacific except via the switch to
Cheyenne or Pueblo, has gone far
ahead of Omaha, not only in population, but in wealth and business also.
of the
"Yet Denver hasn't
population tributary to it that Oma
ha has; nor one tillable acre that is
tributary where Omaha has ten."
It behooves Santa Fe to quit lamenting the fact that it is not on the
main line of a railroad. The energy
wasted the last 30 years in seeking
that which can not be obtained, had
it been devoted to exploiting the resources and the advantages that lie
right at hand but seem so commona
place, would have accomplished
good deal for the town.
Isn't it strange that not a single
successful farm can
be
found in the beautiful Santa Fe valfarm
ley? The example of a
in this vicinity,
so successful
and
prosperous that the fact would stand
out eloquently, would lead eventually
to greater
and more
development
business for the merchants than anything else that has been thought of to
date for the town.
stock-raisin-

MAKE THEM STATE-WIDE- .
New Mexico institutions of learning have been hampered by lack of
means and by the fact that until recently they have served the purpose
mostly of local schools. New Mexico
parents are still sending their children to the state institutions of Colorado, or of Missouri or of California,
in preference to those of New Mexfc
co. The mistake, of curse, in the
first place, was their location at other

they

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY.
One of the most remarkable episodes in American industrial history
in recent years was the rise and decline of the bicycle manufacturing
industry which has been supplanted
very lately by the manufacture of
automobiles, whose growth within the
last two years has been nothing short
the Census
of marvelous.
Today,
Bureau issued statistics which give
SOme idea of that growth which has
been accompanied by a development
that has been watched with interest
even on the streets of Santa Fe
where two score and more automobiles are plying today.
Says Census
Director E. Dana Durand:
The automobile industry has had a
most remarkable development in recent years. The number of establishments increased from 57 in 1S99 to
310 in 1909, an increase of 454 per
r
Of the
cent in the
period.
:J1C establishments in 1909, 2G3 manufactured automobiles as a main product, while complete machines were
a minor product, or "side line" with

g

half-doze- n

should have been kept and welded into one great University instead of being a dozen small schools scattered
over a territory larger than all of
New England and New York. But it
is too late to remedy this, and all efforts should now be made to strengthen such institutions as have been created, by liberal financial support, by
insisting that they should each year
raise their standard until they have
reached the same high, statewide
plane that the state institutions of
other states occupy.
Mexico
(."university
The New
Weekly, in its issue of last week, 51 establishments.
voices something of this need when it
The total product of the automobile
says:
increased in value from
industry
"In a ret "nt athletic contest in
in 1S99 to $194,722,600 in 1909,
which a University team participated, an increase of 4,001 per cent.
the Varsity team was referred to as
A striking fact is the consistent de'The University of Albuquerque' and velopment of the automobile industry
the posters which had been conspicu- in the states in which the carriage
ously placed in the windows of the and wagon industry was of great imvarious business places also bore tes- portance.
The inference is that, in
timony to the fact that the game was a large measure, these states were
SHAFROTH COMMENDED.
to be played on a certain afternoon
equipped with the necessary skilled
Governor Shafroth of Colorado is
between a certain team and the Uni- labor, thus giving the automobile inbeing commended on every side for
versity of Albuquerque.
dustry an advantage and an impetus
"Now we are not criticizing those not
vetoing the vicious measure passed
enjoyed by other states.
who made these slips, for, under the
The number of automobiles manu- by the Democratic legislature which
circumstances, they are not very factured increased from 3,723 in 1S93 would have legalized betting on horse
much to be blamed. Also we do not tc 127,2S9 in 1909, or 3,319 per cent. races. Says the El Paso Herald:
"Colorado is not going to prove the
wish to cast any reflections in any Of these, 120,570 were built in estabmanner on the city of Albuquerque. lishments of which automobiles were haven of racetrack gamblers as soon
as they thought it would. That racWe should be glad to have our insti- the main
product, and 719 in estabtution called the University of Albu- lishments of which such machines ing bill that got through both houses
a couple of weeks ago permitting the
querque, if that were the correct were merely minor products.
to bet their money on the
name and the status of the school.
a
led
by
Michigan
great prepond- gamblers
The point then is to determine what erance, $SO,330,000 and 64,921 ma racetrack, was guillotined by the governor so quickly that the gamblers
the exact fault is and where it lies.
chines, representing about 4o per
to take a long
"The University of New Mexico is cent of the total product. The indust- didn't have time
a state institution by nature of organ- ry was of importance also in the fol- breath.
"The governor said very plainly
ization. The following extracts o lowing states, arranged in ranking
the act originating the Institution order: Ohio, $29,659,800, with 14,439 that he did not propose to have his
state legalize something that other
founders.
show the intent of the
machines; Indiana, $21,817,600, with
'There is hereby created and estab- 17.4S4 machines; New York, $20,996,-700- , states were fast outlawing. Some of
men in the legislature with fewer
lished within and for the Territory of
with 8,108 machines; Connecti- the
New Mexico, an institution of learn- cut, 2,995 machines, valued at $7,405,-900- ; morals and more "interests" threatened to pass it over his veto, but
ing to be known as the University of
Wisconsin, 5,641, valued at
their
threat vanished upon the thin
New Mexico.' The University of New
500; Massachusetts, 3,467, valued
Mexico, hereby created and establish- at $G,232,700; Illinois, 3,453, valued air of Colorado's altitudinous atmosed, is intended to be the State Un- at $4,485,500;
Pennsylvania, 2,001, phere.
"Racetrack gambling never did
iversity, when New Mexico shall be valued at $4,151,300;
and Missouri.
state or city any good and the
admitted as a state into the Union, 728, valued at $1,074,300.
California, any
people of Colorado will doubtless
and as such is entitled to all the do- Maryland, Iowa, New
Minne
Jersey,
nations and other benefits under all sota, Colorado, Kansas, Kentucky, show their appreciation of the action
acts of Congress, now in force or Nebraska, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, of their governor in exercising comhereafter to be enacted, for the bene- South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and mon sense and good judgment in killfit of such educational institutions in Georgia had a combined product of ing the measure. Any industry that
must thrive on money dishonestly
the future state.
4,092 machines of the value of $4,- earned can never benefit a communi"The question which to our mind 997,000.
ty, and racetrack gambling least of
deserves serioup ousideration is one
The machines listed as "business any.
not being handiof whether we
tovehlcles"number 3,288, while the
"The men with the horses and the
capped by being considered a local
and family vehicles books come into a town not to
institution. Owing to the peculiar tal of pleasure
drop
is 122,505.
money but to win it. They spend
partition of educational institutions
a
There is
perceptible general money while they are in the town, but
throughout the Territory, our situaautomobile industry to- whose money do
tion is hardly analogous to that of trend in the
they spend? They
which is mani spend the money that the
ward
people of
any other state. Montana has a situ fested specialization,
in a marked degree in all bran the town
foolishly wager in the mad
ation somewhat approaching ours,
fancy that they can 'pick the win
but still it is different. Under the ches of the manufacture of vehicles
Much of the manufacture of automo- ters,
and what these
gambling
present circumstances, here in .'New biles consists of
assembling the fin- sharps do not have to spend for liv
Mexico, the various educational
establishmade
other
ished
by
parts
ing they carry away with them.
have a great tendency to
If the gamblers did not get the
become quite local in character. Tho ments either as chief or minor products. Of the latter, foundries, ma money, it would go into legitimate
Agricultural College at Mesilla Park chine
shops, wheel works, body build trade channels and the merchants
is very much a Las Cruces institurubber
goods manufacturers, top would have fewer bad bills.
ers,
The
School
of
Mines
is
tion, the
spoken
makers, etc., will be found to furnish same money would stay in the town
of a3 'Socorro,' eta.
more of it for the horse owners and
"It must be evident to all, however the greater values.
Independent of the factories which bookies always take away some ot
that the University of New Mexico
can never do its best work until it is produce complete machines and parts their spoils and it would go into
there is another set of legitimate channels instead of the
generally recognized as THE leading incidentally,
and the superior educational insti- establishments which produce bodies channels into which the racing men
tution of the state. As we stated at and parts, which eventually are used put it. Races do not draw crowds of
the outset, every one connected with as materials by the establishments millionaires to a town; they merely
the University thinks a great deal of noted in the main tables. There were take away the money that is there."
in 1909. 476 such establishments re
the city of Albuquerque.
No one
a product valued at
!
BE HOSPITABLE.
would for a moment think of taking ported, with
all
This
does
not
exhaust
There
is a little jokelet in the last
the school away. We desire it to mean
as much to Albuquerque in the future the establishments which contribute issue of the New Mexico University
as before, even more as we grow. On to the automobile industry, as there Weekly that is
the other hand we desire that Albu- are others manufacturing such sup Here it is:
in connection with other pro"Overheard last Saturday at Santa
querque mean as much to the Uni- plies
but for which separate statis- Fe, in the
versity in the future as it ever did. ducts,are not
dressing room of that dear
enThus
the
tics
compiled.
Coronado:
But over and above that all, we want
freare
of
and
parts
machinery
the University to mean more to the gines
"Ringland: 'Say, but isn't Santa Fe
entire state than it ever did before. quently manufactured in general ma- a cold burg?'
chine
shops.
In short it should be 'The University
"Gladding:
'Yes, it's an
of New Mexico,' not merely an Albu
The West is noted for its
GIVING THE WRONG REASON.
querque University and only the
and its
hospitalSanta Fe has three different railroad
'University of New Mexico,' In name. lines with their terminals in this
ity, but that hospitality is at times
city.
"The University, of course, is
Las Vegas and Raton more proverbial than actual, at least
young, and, so to speak, in its swadd Albuquerque,
have only one railroad system, the as far as making a "fuss" over visitling clothes as yet. The fault, if Santa Fe. When
In an , eastern
any one asks why ors is concerned.
such we desire to call it, is one ot
is that those towns are outgrowing town, that baseball team- from Albuit
youth nd circumstance, rather than Santa Fe, the answer is that
they are querque would have been feasted and
of policy. The efforts of the authori on
the main line of a railroad, while entertained.
ties are in the right direction now Santa Fe is not.
Santa Fe, especially, should extend
Yet, Lamy is on the
and with the
assist main line and has a
be- the glad hand to all visitors.
Early
house
Harvey
ance of every friend of the institution sides. Cerrillos is on the main line in June, for instance, the teachers
the school will be generally recogniz and has a smelter in
and so of the county will hold a two weeks'
ed as holding the position among the there are hundreds of addition,
other flecks on institute in this city. There should
colleges of the Territory which it the map. If there is any virtue in be arranged for them social entertain
was originally intended to have.
being on the main line of a railroad, ments,
outings and the welcome
"We do not doubt that this article they should all be large cities. It should be so marked and cordial, that
may be viewed as rather presuming takes something more than being on every one of the visitors will feel
if it is considered In the light of crlt the main line of a railroad to estab- like returning to Santa Fe as often as
icism. As was said before, however, lish a large, prosperous city. Santa possible.
This city has no large in
this is not for a moment meant to be Fe must seek for another reason to dustries; for miles in every direction,
criticism, but on the contrary merely explain its lack of growth.
excepting a narrow strip, there are
a statement of one phase of our situDenver Is not on the main line of no farms, and it must to a great exation, and an honest endeavor to as- the railroads, and yet, the Rocky tent depend for existence upon offl- sist in laying plans for a successful Mountain News declares that Den- cialdom and visitors, and the more
future for 'The University ot New ver's greatness Is due to the fact that Pleasant it It made for vlsitora
Mexico.'"
it is not on the main line but Is the more will come.
.
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barely touched the floor.
"Don't you dare to touch that cane,"
she cried.
His low laugh defied her. "Sort of
enter if you must, but it will be
across my dead body' is It really
worth all this fuss?" A little angry
light gleamed in his blue eyes and
he took the cane and very gently
withdrew it from her grasp.
With a cry of pain Helen tottered,
and her weight falling on her sprained ankle crumpled her into a white,
motionless heap on the floor.
"Oh, by Jove! What have I done
now I didn't guess the child was
hurt! Plucky little girl!" He bent
down and lifted her carefully into the
hammock.
"Gee, a sprained ankle

swaying gently in the hammock near
the door. The entire household had
gone to a clambake three miles distant; buxom Mrs. Blake, the farmer's wife; her maid servant, and all
the summer boarders had rumbled no wonder she fainted away."
He picked up the bottle of lime juice,
away in two large hay wagons at
11 o'clock.
eyed it critically and then poured
Helen had stoutly refused sacrifice some on a handkerchief.
on the part of her mother and sister.
He mopped her forehead with the
If her sprained ankle forbade her to sticky mess and some of its pungent
take the jolting ride to the clambake juice trickled into her eye and
He
she could enjoy herself quite as well brought her to consciousness.
in the hammock with her books and poured out a glass of water and held
needle work. She was not afraid. it to her lips.
"I'm very sorry you see, I didn't
Ponto, the big collie, was her slave
and the day would soon pass.
know you had a bad foot. Do you
When the last wagon had rumbled feel better now?" He replaced the
away and she had cheerfully waved glass on the table and leaned against
her handkerchief as long as the pic- the porch pillar, looking down at her
nickers remained in sight, Helen with friendly eyes. Helen with a
picked up her book. But: her eyes swift upward glance noted that the instrayed from the open page to the truder's face was not a villainous one;
cool shadows on the grass under the Indeed, there was an air of engaging
drooping elms; to the distant sunlit frankness about the dark blue eyes.
fields where the men were garnering
"What makes you do it?" she asked
a belated hay crop, and with a little suddenly.
"Do what?"
sigh of contentment lingered on the
preparation that had been made for
"Burgle for a living. It's so
her comfort
wrong, you know. A man as big and
A small table at her elbow held strong as you are should work."
water pitcher and glass and a bottle
A quiet smile curved his lips. "But
of lime juice, N,ed Freer had dropped
you see I do work. As a matter of
a tempting box of chocolates within fact I'm a jolly old grind you see
her reach, some one else had brought I'm a doctor interne at the Civic
magazines, her mother had laid a hospital and "
gray shawl across her pretty little
"You must know Mrs. Blake's son
foot, its slender ankle now swollen oh, dear, of course you are Jack
beyond belief. Farmer Blake had Blake!" Helen's face, was crimson
,
propped his cane against the door now.
Jam and Mrs. Blake had packed a litAt your service," he said, with a
tle basket of lunch in order that the sweeping bow.
invalid might enjoy the flavor of picYou can't blame me for the mis
You
nicking if nothing more.
take," returned Helen saucily.
An hour passed. The night before
are a suspicious looking
certainly
had been a painful one with many character."
wakeful hours. Helen's book dropped
He glanced down at his dusty blue
from her fingers, her lips closed. In clothes and rumpled
his hair into
"I don't know
worse untidiness.
what's got into the village not a
vehicle of any sort at the station nor
on the road. Lost my straw hat
climbing a fence and a hungry cow
bit into the orown, so I let her have
the rest of it. It's a hot, dusty walk
from the station to Locust farm
three miles!" He looked appealingly
at the lime juice, and at Helen's
quickly voiced invitation he prepared
himself a cooling drink.
"Have some?" he asked, holding out
the glass.
No, thanks. I'll just remove this
from my face and then you may share
my lunch. Everybody's gone to the
clambake and I was keeping house
alone."
I forgot to explain that I wanted
to get in and surprise mother; she
wasn't expecting me until next week."
He brought her a basin, of water from
the kitchen and a clean towel and
watched admiringly as she removed
the traces of his restorative.
Is lime Juice one of your reme
dies?" she asked.
I use whatever Is at hand you
should be thankful it wasn't ink."
I am," said Helen demurely.
"Now, let us have lunch your mother
has prepared a picnic basket for me
Her Eyes Strayed From the Open but wait you will want to Join the
clambake.
Page.
They were to serve it at
one o'clock, and if you hurry you will
her white gown, there was nocolor be in time. I know
they left Brownie
about herjust a tinge of rose in the
in the stable, and there Is the beach
delicate lips and the
luster cart."
of her hair,
"No, thanks," said Dr. Blake with
The
in the dining room
"We'll have our picnic
emphasis.
chimed noon and the long hands
perhaps when
swung around to the half hour. Bees here, and thendrive
you down to the
tumbled in and out of the hollyhocks, cooler I may
the
a humming bird poised trembling beach so we may come with clamabove the honeysuckles. These were folks. I've been to plenty of
all the sounds save a cautious step on bakesbut this is the first time"
He, did not finish . the. sentence nor
the grass.
Ponto lifted his nose and sniffed as did Helen need any explanation of his
a young man approached the house. meaning. In silence he deftly laid the
windows with a little table for two and then sitting
scanning the many
across Its breadth.
'
'swift, searching glance. He mur- down smiled
"Well, Miss Summer-boarder- r
mured some words to the aroused
"Oh, I forgot I'm Helen Rogers.
and Ponto'a head went down on
dog
,. . .
We've been here since June. Mother
lis iuwsy paws.
summer."
The man paused on the top step says she shall come every
"And you?"
and stared at Helen Rogers, asleep
"I suppose I shall, too."
In the hammock. With a sharply in
"I'm sure you will," said Dr. Jack
drawn breath the stranger turned his
his slow drawl. There was strength
in
eyes away from the sleeping girl and
and
purpose and an underlying tone
laid his hand on the knob of the
of authority In his voice; . the color
screen door.
Helen's- cheeks and her
Ponto growled, the clock struck the flickered in his and looked over Into
half hour, and as if watching for eyes evadedfields.
these signals, Helen's dark eyes open the sunlit
But wherever she looked she saw
ed suddenly on the vision of a dusty,
else save the deep, steady
travel-staineyouth about to enter nothing of his friendly, eyes,
so her
glance
the empty formhouse.
She sat upright with a stifled cry, glance wandered back to his and met
and he withdrew his hand from the hlssmlling Jtaze. It" Dark.
Keep
knob. He faced her,
Wife (whose husband,
the local
"What do you want?" she demand
mayor, has just been knighted) Have
ed.
"I er really, must I explain my you heard from the man who offered
to trace our pedigree?
errand 7"
Husband Yes; he has found, out
Helen s voice was
"Of course.
more
than enough.
harmonize
and
not
did
with
her
crisp
Wife What did you pay him?
soft eyes and winsome face. "Of
Husband Fifty pounds to hold his
course you mus't explain whom you
wish to see. You have no right to tonguel
enter the house.1
"1 won't argue that question with
Can Handle Bills.
you," he said firmly. "As a matter
are gradually
Women
Muggins
enter
I
house
now
the
of fact,
shall
usurping the place of men. I heard
and give my credentials afterward.'
He stretched forth a hand to the knob. the other day of a woman hill col
Helen tossed aside the shawl and lector.
Buggins Well, If a woman Is as
Bwune out of th4 hammock. Her left
(
hand grasped Farmer Blake's cane successful in running down a bill as
she Is In running one up she should
be a wonder..
,r r.,lnnt. Ib
Ho

Transacts a general banking: business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money traasmiting agency public ot private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes ail orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of tbe public la
respectfully solicited.
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WILLIAM yAUGHN pROP,

the Best Hotels

One of

in

the West

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

124126

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave.

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
KOOM-G- ood
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
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Rooms en suite with private bath an phone.
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THOS. DORAN

RATES
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$3.00 A DAY
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CORONADO HOTEL
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SlORT

ORDER
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IN THE CITY
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G.
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SOFT DRINKS

Telephone Red 35 and have
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SPECIAL ATTENTION
Butchers' Bon'", ; i Viet
Alfred Herrera of Las Vegas, is at
Sheriffs' It
Report ol Li j
the Coronado hotel.
censes.
sh
Mrs. Walter Pratt left yesterday for
- Court Reports, Remarkably low figures given on
New Mexlc.
Las Vegas to visit relatives.
1 sia 2. ....
Not.
ar, $6.50 a vol--! Willow fancy feathers, and a line
R. H. Russell of Fort Smith, Arkan- 3 to 12 mcluai.e, 13.30 each; of flowers of high grade for 10
ume;
sas, is a visitor in the city.
Mone
Digest of New Mexico Re-- : days. Call and be convinced.
Colonel George V. l'ritrhard was a
$6.60. Postage 23c.
full
sheet,
ports,
visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
License. 60
Retail
I

i

CAPITAL 850,000.00

j

Does a General Banking Bnsiness

j

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
President
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier

INSURANCE
Boiler)

Real Estate

ir, Book,j
Liquor
J. Borrodalle, a well known resi-- :
dent of Albuquerque, is a Santa Ke $3.00.
General License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
visitor.
13 and 14. $2.73 each. Postage
C. F. Spader, a merchant of Berna-- Nos.
at the Mon-- l 25c each.
lillo, Sandoval county,
Notification ol Change la Asssns--1
tezuma.
ment
by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
J. A. Eaton the me
salesman, is
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
here from Las Vegas.
Mrs. H. Weld and Mrs. II. M. Smith; 100 In Book. 75c
of I.as Veens, but formr-rlof this! County Superintendent 8 Warrant.
50 In Book, 35c.
city, are visiting friends here.
Poll Tax Receipt, 50 in Book. 25c
L. C. Ilfeld, assistant district
8
Poll Booka for City Election,
and captain of tbe National Guard
at Las Vegas, is at the Palace hotel. pages. 50c
ol
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
Mrs. Mary Wiedebeek of Racine,
full sheev
Wis., is visiting her son, Harold Vie- Desert Land' Entry, Declaration of
debeck the clerk of the Palace hot.3!.
fuli sheet,
is Applicant,
.Mrs. Karl Angle of Santa Fe,
,
Deposition of Witness.
Mrs. E. E.
visiting her
Berry of this place. Kstancia News. sheet.
sheet.
Final Proof,
Marcelino Gullegos of Willard, Tor
Contest Notice.
sheet,
rance county, was in Santa Fe, Mont I uet.
Yearly Proof.
day on business with the New Mexi-Affidavit to be filed before contest,
can.
sheet
J. W. Collier, sergeant of the Mount-- !
Affidavit of Contest Against Non- ed Police, left Estancia yesterday for
the eastern portion of the territory on Resident Entryman, G2S,
sheet,
Notice of Intention to make final
official business.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess of Las Ve- 'WO'
ieuoniPPV
5eaqs
for proof,
sheet.
gas expects to leave tomorrow
320 Homestead
Washington, D. C, to take a hand in
Entry,
sLeei,
the statehood fight.
Mrs. Marie C. Navarro, school teachsheet.
Relinquishment,
sheet
er, and Mrs. Jose Ortiz y Pino of
Township Plats,
southern Santa Fe county, are
Township Plats, full sheet
sheet.
visitors in Santa Fo.
Couimitineat
E. Wilson, said to he a high offiPoll Book, for Town Election,
cial of tha Armour Packing Company, pages, 40c.
is here from Chicago. He is at the
Poll Books, Election ol School D1
Palace hotel.
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
A. J. May of Estancia, has been 30c and 40c.
elected a delegate by the Estancia
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 ia
camp of Modern Woodmen to the ter- Book, 25c
ritorial convention which meets at
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet
Santa Fe next week.
Attachment Bond.
sheet
Postmaster E. C. Burke was reportAttachment Summons as Garnishee,
ed today as improving in health and
sheet.
it seems certain that he will recover
Execution, 4 sheet
,
bealthough it will require some time
Summons, 4 sheet.
fore he can be out again.
Certificate ot Brand.
sheet
F. R. Bothwell, cashier of the N. M.
Contract
sheet
Shep
C. R. R., is confined to his home in
Justice of the Peacs Blanks
Santa Fe with an attack of la grippe,
ADDeal Bond.
sheet.
As a result the ghost failed to walk
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal.
Estancia News.
yesterday.
Stock Blanks.
John Bell, for a number of years
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Venconnected with the Wells Fareo Ex- - dor's Recorded
sheet
Brand,
press Company in this city, has gone
sheet
Appearance Bond.
to Las Vegas, and taken a position
B1U of Sale, In Books of 25 Blanks,
in the Santa Fe offices at that point. 44c
per book.
well
Alfred Grunsfeld, the
knowjn
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
business man of Albuquerque, and a Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
former county treasurer of Bernalillo
BUI of Sale Range
Delivery, 14
county, is at the Palace hotel. He sheet
came to see Governor Mills and call
Bill of Sale,
sheet
on other officials and friends.
Drive and

MISS A. MUGLER

Property-Ranch-

etc. Renting)

es

Surety Bonds

4

Search Warrant,
sheet
ti'.ner,

Offices

119

San Francisco St.

Santa Fe, New Mexico

...

'3.

2

Aluminum Pocket. $2 75, delivered,
Desk, $3.25, delivered nearest ex-- :

Lease.

2

2

4

j

4

'

'

j

Must Account for Estate Dr. Geo.
W. Harrison was in Albuquerque from
Denver having been called upon by
the probate court to make a complete
accounting as executor of the estate
rf hie Into wifo nuarlaluna P.?ag ilo
Harrison, on petition of his son, Gro-ve- r

Thirteen Acres untfer good ditch and water right. 7 or 8 acres In
alfalfa. 150 to 175 young fruit trees. Place entirely fenced. Good
four room adobe house, well, and other improvements worth fully
.

$500.00.

for Immediate

$1,200.00

cash sale.

Harrison.

j

4

Land Office Blanks.

BREAKFAST

A NEW

sheet
Homestead Entry,
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
Bond to Keep the Peac,
sheet
Complaint, Criminal 4 sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com-- j
sheet,
plaint,

1-- 2

2

Crisp Wholesome Food

A

2

FOOD

1--

READY-TO-EA-

2

Acknowledgment,

1-- 4

Forcible Entry and Detainer,

Kookt-Otis a crisp, flaky food to be poured out of the box into the
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much better
than other flaked foods could possibly be.
Kookt-Otis far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
delightful.
All of us know that oats is the world's
standard for real nourishment and Kookt-Otrepresents the best form of oats that has ever

j

sheet

e

I

Sum-- j

mons, 4 sheet
sheet
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
sheet
Clause,
Official Bond, Raad Supervisor,

j

to Gather,

'A

e

(

2

e

'

sheet

Handle Animals Bearing Owner's
Notaries Notice of Publication,
A
Try a Package
Notice of Protect
sheat
sheet
Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and sheet
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner''1
Affidavit of Assessment
sheet
Recorded Brand,
Wild Animals.
sheet
sheet
2
Coal Declaratory Statement with'
Affidavit,
Power of an Attorney,
sheet
Deed of Trust, full sheet
and Corroborate g
j
Release ot Deed of Trust
sheet j Affidavit,
sheet
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet
Compiled Laws of N. M.. 1897. $9.50.
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of'
Notary Record. 1.25 each.
Notice.
sheet
Notary Seals:
General Blanks.
Placer Mining Location, 4 sheet
j
Bond for Deed.
sheet
sheet
Mining Deed.
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
Bond ot Indemnity,
sheet
sheet
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement,
Bond. Genera! Form,
sheet
Certificate of Marriage, 75 per doz.
sheet
AND
Official Bond,
Lease ot Personal Property,
sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
sheet
of Mortgage, full sheet
Stamps, Etc.
inches
One line stamp, not over 2
sheet In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for youi
Application for License,
Retail Liquor license.
sheet
line, 10c
long, 15c; each addl'-onWaists and Gowns, we have
extra.
sheet
Notice of Conveyaico,
MADRAS,
LINENS,
LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
Certificate of Election,
Local daters, any town and date for
sheet
EVERYTHING
ten years, $1.00.
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.
Regular line daters. for ten Tears.
J

2

'

Arkansas Strawberries

!

2

2

4

1--

Non-Miner-

i

$

KAUNE

H. S.

2

& CO.

1--4

j

4

2

1-- 2

2

BARGAIN

j

GO.

sheet

2

this

IT

sheet

School Funds,
sheet
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report
sheet
Code of Civil Procedure, full leather,
$1.00; paper hound, 75c. Postage 7c
two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mex- lco Code. Postage 17c
Proof, Testimony of Witness.
District Clerks' Annual Report,

2

let us show you

I 1

2

4

READ THIS then

j

iheet

4

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

WE SET THE PACE

2

2

&

:

Surprise Everybody

:

j

2

j

j

EXPERT EMBALMERS

Prices

and Snappy

New-Nobby-Styli-

2

2

FURNITURE CO.

j

Mining;

2

j

4

AKERS-WAGN- ER

j

sheet

2

2

4

tree and get it from

sheet.

4

$3.50
$5.00
Lou? Crepe kimonas $1.65 to $2.50
kaki Walking Skirts
$2.00
Tan Linen Walking Skirls
$3.00
While Rep Skirts
$2.50

Long Silk Kinmnas

j

2

4

authority

mm
mm

Dressing Sacques
Short Silk Kimonas

2

4

Sues Railroad for Damages W.' P.
Birchfield of Silver City has filed suit
In the 41st district court at El Paso
against the El Paso and Southwestern Railroad Company and connecting
lines asking $4,000 damages. He alleges in his petition that on April
25, 1909, he made a shipment of cattle from Columbus, Luna county, to
Rosalia, Kas., by way of El Paso, and
tbat en route the bottoms of the cars
were broken through and the cattla
damaged in the sum sought to be

of

$5.00 up
$1.50 up
75c to $2.00

sheet.

4

sheet
Property.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet
Letters of Administration,
sheet
Administrator's Bond acd Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage.
Title Bond of Mining Property,

2

A home is not completely furnished unless the hall has an
inviting appearance. Make your husband give you a hall

i

j

sheet

2

Notice of Mining Location,
Title Bond and Lease of

4

j

i

Location

Amended

Agreement of Publisher,

1-

1 li

i

j

Certificate,

i

4

office

Additional and

;

Gal-iste-

j

4

Proof

."! I

House Dresses

4

p'ess

i?4.",.l

j

j

sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
sheet.
chers,
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
Contract between Directors and i'ea.

j

s-- x

.3!
'

De- -

$12.00

&

Munsons Sun and Tubproof
Gingham Dresses

'

2

$8.00

Linen Crash Suits

j

sheet
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and
full sheet

2

0. C. WATSON & CO.

sheet
sheet
sheet

!

4

2

BRAND

ACORN

sheet.
Subpoena.
J. P. Complaint, 1A
Capias Complaint,

-

o

;

New Line

sister-in-law-

(City

House and Street

i

i

B. lAUSHLIN,

I

FOR

j

Your Patronage Solicited

4

Summer Dresses

2

2

1

PONGEES

2

1-- 2

FOULARDS

2

2

2

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone

&

Insurance Agency.

The San Juan county papers which
reached here today tell of killing
frosts in that section on April 12, 35c
Facsimile signature stamps, with
the temperature
13, and 14, when
San wood cut $1.60.
dropped as low as 20 degrees.
sheet -Warranty Deed,
Juan county as well as the western
sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
are regarded as
slope of Colorado
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
ideal fruit country climatically,
and
Renewal ot Chattel Mortgage,
each year produce millions of dollars
worth of fruit.
The Santa Fe Val sheet
Replevin Writ 4 sheet
ley is superior climatically and otherReplevin Affidavit, 4 sheet
wise, but owing to the lack of
Peace Proceedings, Comolalnt
and knowledge H is not a
Chattel Mortgage, 2 sheet
great fruit exporter. Here there were
'
no killing frosts this spring,
here sheet
j
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet
the lowest temperature is always
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
several degrees higher than it is on
2
Power of Attorney
sheet
the same dates In San Juan county,
Prices on other stamps, pads, and sJ
and even as far down and as low as
Roswell.
Systematic and scientific other office supplies, on application.
8chool Blanks.
horticulture in this section should
Enumeration Form, 2 sheet
pay and pay big.
Teachers' Certificate.
sheet
Contract for School Teacher,
A SPLENDID TONIfc.
Cora, Ky. Mrs. Iva Moore, of this
,.
place, says: "I was so weak, I could
hardly walk. I tried Cardul, and was

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Black No. 52,

"QUALITY

1-- 2

&

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

PURITY" J

1-- 2

2

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

1--

1:

"ALWAYS

:

RELIABLE"

j

I

i

ZEPHYRS,

JOHN PFLUEGER.

ft

LA5vS

rlAXlV

For Hire at
Popular Prices
CORRICK'S

HACK

LINE

ft

SEKVIC

THEODORE CORRICK,

.;.

&

CRYSTAL

Water

CUT GLASS

Classes

Water Pitchers

H. C. YONTZ,

CTiSICARRIAGE

FOR

,

WE ARE NOW READY TO

& CAR PAINTING

many friends, who tried it with good
SIGN WRITING
results." Testimony like this comes
unsolicited, from thousands of earnest
First Class Work Guaranteed
women, who have been benefited by
the timely use ot that successful tonic
medicine, Cardul. Purely vegetable,
mlid, but reliable, Cardul well merits
LACASSAQNE
Its high place in the esteem of those PAUL
who. have tried it. It relieves wom309 San Francisco
en's pains, and strengthens weak
Street
women; It is certainly worth a trial.
Your druggist sells Cardul.
55 X X 3C X
3t
X X
X

c

Prop,

j

CONTINUOUS

i?!;

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

t

""'

Frame Your Pictures
INTRODUCTORY

BROS.

CO.:

DRUGGISTS

4

: BUTT

Phone Red

lit

::

West

Side Plaza

SERVICE DAY

CARDS

PRICES-AS- K

FOR

THEM

AND NOVELTIES

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

AND

PLACES

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
Electric Toasters

Water Heaters and Percolaters
i

San Francisco
Street

LESS:

I-

i

etc

BETTER

P.

Buggies and

Saddle Horses

--

Wine

is known and sold the
new line medium jrice

He
A

:

3

It has been said that "it is a fit feat to fit feet" but this feat is accom
plished at our store. Call and see the spring stock

riKPI

him in our window.

1-- 2

SHOES

ARE IN GREAT DEMAND

a

at

over for $2.50.

Champafne,
Reliable

1--

LOW CUT

world

ROCK

1--

WITH THE ARRIVAL OF SPRING

Come down and look

Santa Fe Water jand Light Company!

i

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric
Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

I
!
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COURT AT
Per the mother In the home to ba DISTRICT
MORA

1. 1

IN SESSION.
strong and well, able to dovo.e licr
tine and strength to tha rcarir.3 cf
children, is one of life's greatest Grant Cape Must Be Closed Up Within
If a woman is strong and healthy in a womanly way, mothSix Months Demands Judge
blessings. Often the bearing of
erhood means to her but little suffering. The trouble lies
C. J. Roberts.
children injures the mother's health,
in the fact that the many women suffer from weakness and
disease of the distinctly feminine organism and are unfitted
if Ehe has not prepared her systea ,
ior motherhood. This can be remedied.
in advance for the important event.
convened at Mora yescourt
District
Women who us Mother's Friend are saved much of the discomfort and sunering
- terday with District Judge Clarence J.
thnrnnP'hlV "lllDrlvi. j
'
vnil
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
;o common witn expectant motners. :i is a
MEXICO.
NEW
RATON
, f
OFFICES
Roberts presiding. Judge Roberts told
GENERAL
HT.
suuu
iuua
orti tPiriri involved
uuieb. a.iu
the attorneys in the Mora grant case
per.ad
tissues
skm
the
and
Cures
the weaknesses and disorders of women.
(Head Up)
physical comfort. 11 aids nature by expanding
In efT.jet Seut. 1st WW
Ulead Down)
which has been in court for the past
acts directly on tbe delicate and important
It
for the
the
system
prepares
fectly
STATION is
1
organs concerned in motherhood, making them
thirty years or so, in one phase or an- ;oniing of baby. Mather's Friend
1
rttlot tVl'jt iVintr iimur n m n in nil i3- . J
healthy, strong, vigorous, virile and elastic.
li
and
natural
p in
a
recovery
issure3 quick
4 00
n
7 30
Hon.
sue
Lv.. Hcs Moines. "S. M...Ar
within
months.
the
next
six
It.
uses
is
"Favorite
it.
who
woman
"or
Prescription" banishes the indispositions of the
50
3
every
7 40
4
ivuinitldo..
J JL i
homas B. Catron of Santa Fe is
3 30
I xHitnan
11
0.)
period of expectancy and makes baby's advent easy and
for sale at drug stores. Writs for
15
3
W
almost Dainless. It auickens and vitalizes the feminine
C'apnliu
8 Su
heavily interested in the grant.
Tree book for expectant mothers.
3 05
35
20
Vtnll
organs, and insures a healthy and robust baby. Thousands of women have
" o
lne
i 45
grand jury returned 110 true
!i5
j
Thompson
EEGULATOS
BEADFIELD
CO.,
testiBed to its marvelous merits.
9 Vi
l 25
:u
runiilHKliam
bill
was
Luis
who
Martinez
against
55
I
Ca.
9
It Makes Sick Women Well.
Af.ar.ta,
It Makes Weak Women Strong.
....Olifton House N.M
80
l.v
4H
10 OT
Ar
charged with shooting Juan Solano
Itnton, N. M
Honest druggists do not offer substitutes, and urge them upon you as " just
near Gascon. It was shown that SoAl 10 15 ..
a a
0
.IjV
Iuitull, N
as good." Accept no secret nostrum in place of this
remedy. It
Clifton House JS'JM.., 9J9'
2 47
or injurious
FROM SANTA FE
not a drop of alcohol and not a grain of
lano, so it is asserted, tried to get
contains
"
NOTES
32
9
!..
3 07
SPri'.ston
4t
into 1he house of Martinez and that
8 55 .L
drugs. Is a pure glyoeric extract of healing, native American roots.
SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
55
Koehler Junction
i 45
9 05 "' 1:
the latter shot thinking Solano
a
"3S5
Koeliler..
8 20
Palace.
''Colfax
at
4 15
burglar. Solano was killed.
Interesting Program Rendered
8 02
4
('Mrrososo
William J. Oliver, Dnnver; Mrs. H.
FR EIGHTH AN DLERS DISCHARGED
Commencement Exercises at
Lv. 7 45
82
Cimarron
5 00
;Ar
6 35
Ar- a m
Lv
S 10
Cimarron
New Directors.
Held. Mrs. H. M. Smith, Las Vegas; SANTA FE WILL
FOR ENTERING SALOON.
6 27
Nnxh
S IK
P'j
HAVE PLEASURE GROUND.
6 17
d
Harlan
School Superintendent John J. F. Quiiin, St. Joseph, Mo.; J. A.
5 2S
County
Denver,
April 25. A strike of
00
6
94
5 45
I'te Hark, N. M...Lv,.
Lr
MONEY AND METALS.
word Eaton, L. C. llfeld, Las Vegas; Alfred
received
V. Conway has just
pm
pm
freight handlers on all the big roads
"VV. RA.
Rohm.
DoH.
Dr.
and
Sloan
25.
Staab
John
Grunsfeld.
Call
New
money
York. April
Albuquerque;
from Cerrillos, that the second school,
entering Denver confront the officials
2
nate Ground on South Side for
per cent; Plume Mercan- as the result of the discharge of a
which has been in charge of Felipe I.. Chicago; A. Hohnboe. Albuquerque;
.iConneet in Coirax with K. P. & S. W. Ry. train both NTorth'and'Soutl.3
4 per cent; Mexican
C. Price, Ashland, Kas.
tile Paper :j
Purpose.
for Van Houton N, M, meets trains at Preston N.lM,"
SSta
number of employes in the various
Quint ana, and which just finished a F.
SuM.. for Klizabetlitown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally except
Mayor Seligman rejoices because he dollars 45; Amalgamated 6:1
Montezuma.
Stn li'iives Uteou l';ir!t. N'. W.50
nine months term, has been closed
freight houses in this city. The situafree.
wa.v
S3
one
1
carried
and
has
obtained
J.
A.
from
round
08
Staab
Dr.
;
Fare
Great
fifty
Atchison
F.
pound
baggage
C.
117;
trip;
urul&ys,
gar
W. H. Burns, Holly, Colo.;
to the fact that Mr. Quintana
tion may involve the freight handlers
p. ra. arrives from the owing
on
H.
'. S. train loaves le Mcine. N. M- for the south at
Sloan
land
of
Capitol Northern pfd. 125 New York Central on the various
parcels
has decided to enter into business Spader, Bernalillo; C. I). Johnson,
systems. The railroads
rth at 4;38 a. in,
Southern Pa- state that the
Reading 151
Denver: fleorge H. Wokott, Kansas Hill for a park and public playground. 122
wilhin rli. lifjvr ien fl:ivs.
charge against some
with Mr. Staab he went, over cific
Union Pacific 1751-4- ;
Galisteo
As
city; - L. W. Fick, Denver; F. J. Bock.- Together
of the men was that of drinking.
fc. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
f. M. VILLIAMS,
ot
A
tract
the
73
Steel
Arthis
...
hoc'
...
119
Smith.
ground
morning.
n..
Fort
Bonnpfd.
it riirspII
,..M,.h
...u..i
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.
yet no conferences have been held
Superintendent.
ten
is
the
other
acres
and
desired
been in charge of Mrs. Marie C. Na-- kansas; E. W. Weber. Xew York;
between the roads and the men.
H. Pope,
S. May-- owners are Chiet Justice
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
varro, as Principal, and Jose Villa- - John W. Roach, Dallas; J.
H. Gerdes and a third party who
Chicago, 111., April 25. Wheat May
nueva as Assistant, have just closed nard, Philadelphia; J. U Tinsley, St.
will undoubtedly follow the example 89
July 87.
The Louis; J. Borradaile, Albuquerque.
a successful nine months term.
set by Mr. Staab and Dr. Sloan and
Corn May 513-4- ;
July 02
Coronado.
as
exercises
are
the
or
following
closing
thus assure to Santa Fe a much de-- I Oats-Por- May
Lhs
July 311-2- .
Alfred
jj.
Vegas;
Herrick,
rtndered by the puyifS:
15.721-2- ;
15.171-sired
now using
May
playground.
Colo.
are
July
Montrose,
Adamson,
many people
Invocation and prayer.
Lard May 8.12
8.15;
July
national
American
and
salute
Flag
Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic
8.82
hymn with Spanish version.
S.20ffiS.22
AMD POUIIGliS
The new toilet germicide powder to be
Ribs May S.5
POLITICS
July
iB
and all
Recitation "Welcome''
dissolved in water as needed.
it is
For all toilet and hygienic
George Silva
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
WOOL MARKET.
OF THE TEAMS
STANDING
better and more economical.
Dolores Chavez, Sarah
Arizona and Oregon.
Birdies
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Tbence
25.
Wool
St.
unchangLouis,
April
To cleanse and whiten the
Arizona is doubtless taking notice
Pena, Anna Memloza, .Mary Men- ed; territory and western mediums
National League.
teeth, remove tartar and
of the fact that in the few states of
doza.
Ji
11
lie
W. L, Pet. 15(fil7; fine mediums 13(alj;
prevent decay.
A dramatized lesson
the Union that are adopting constitu"Home"
by
To disinfect the mouth, de1
B
.889 S12.
Philadelphia
the
for
tional
Grade.
amendments
of
First
providing
ffli'i
pupils
stroy disease germs, and I
3
(i
.6t7
Chicago
S
I
recall that of the judiciary is omit-leHonorables B. F. Pankey and Pedro
purify the breath.
.5(1(1
LIVESTOCK.
4
4
York
New
and
To
artificial
teeth
keep
influence
Jonathan Bourne's
Ortiz y Pino addressed the par4
5 (t 0
4
25.
odorless
Cattle
work
bridsre
clean,
Receipts
April
Chicago,
seems to be potent only in Oregon Pittsburg
ents and children.
3
4
.429 2,600. Market slow-Beeves $5(!t.6.50; To remove nicotine from the teeth and
Cincinnati
and Arizona just at this time. El
'
tribute by Prof. J. M. II. Aland,
G
4
purify the breath after smoking-.400 (Texas
steers
western
Boston
$4.G0fTa.50;
and body
and a beautiful poem composed by Paso Times.
5
3
.375 steers $4.805.75; stackers and feed-jer- s To eradicate perspiration
Louis
St.
odors by sponge bathing-him and dedicated to Mrs. Navar7
2
cows
and
heifers
$2.40
Brooklyn
$45.60;
The best antiseptic wash known.
ro, was gracefully read by Miss
Delayed Statehood .
Relieves and strengthens tired, Weak,
jij.Ca; calves $4.50(S.30.
ROUTE
Some of the leading Democrats of
Del phi na Sanchez.
American League.
Market inflamedeyes. Heals sorethroat,wounds
Receipts 12,000.
Hogs
New Mexico are in Washington mak- Mrs. Navarro thanked the parents,
and cuts. 25 and 50 cts. a box, drug-fristW. L. Pet. steady to shade higher.
Light $5.85
school directors and friends of eding a hot fight against the New Mexi- - Detroit
or by mail postpaid. Sample 1 ree.
1
.SS9 6.20; mixed
.S
$5.S56.15; heavy $5.651t THE
It. is now reported
co constitution.
PAXTON TOILET CU.,B0STriv,lYlAss,
ucation in general for their inter2
.714
.5
.
York
New
6.10; rough $5.65ft5.S5; good to choice
that the work done by these gentle- est and cooperation during the
.571 heavy
3
.4
$5.85fr6.10; pigs $5.806.15;
For rates and full information address
men serves to make the admission of Washington
past term.
4
.500 bulk $5.956.05.
.4
Boston ....
cither New Mexico or Arizona imposGold medals, symbols and pictures
5
.500
.5
Q- - p- - & p- Market
Sheep
Receipts 15,000.
sible during the present session of Cleveland
Agent.
were given as souvenirs to all the
(i
.400 weak.
. 4
El Paso Texas.
Native $34.60; western $3.25
congress." El Paso Times.
pupils of both schools; these were
S
.273 (2
.3
St. Louis
yearlings $4.255.25; lambs
the gift of Mrs. Navarro.
0
.250 native
.2
$4.45(56.10; western $4.75(SG.15.
Mr. B. F. Pankey won the everlast
Liquor and Crime Waves.
Kansas City, April 25. Cattle ReThe new city marshal of Globe has
ing gratitude of the youngsters by
ceipts 7,000, including 200 southerns.
Western League.
promulgated an edict, that the sale of
sending in a load of very good
Pet. Market steady to strong. Native steers
W.
was
distributed
liquors in wine rooms in that town
candy which
1.000 $4.256; southern cows and heifers
3
Wichita
enbelieved
is
and
it
the
shall
cease,
among all present.
.750 $3.255;' native cows and heifers $3
A special teautre ot the program forcement of this rule will result in Omaha
.750
3
6.25; stackers and feeders $4.50
was the examination of the school a material abatement of the wave of St. Joseph
2
.500 5.85; bulls $45.15; calves $4(g6.50;
work which was artistically displayed crime that has been spreading over Lincoln
.500 western
2
steers
$4.75(96; western
Hereafter liquor Sioux City
in the principal s room over coioreu that city recently.
1
.UdU jcows $3.2a5.
crepe paper. This seemed to have can only be sold in Globe immediate- Denver
.250
t
Hogsr
Market
Receipts 19,000.
greatly pleased the parents and real ly on the licensed premises. El Paso Topeka
.000 steady to strong.
0
Moines
Des
Bulk $5.S56;
Times.
a
them
to
was
revelation
ly
heavy $5.S55.95; packers and butch
New Directors.
ers $5.S5(f( 6; light $5.90 6.05.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
The first Monday in May is a day A Reliable Medicine NOT A NARMarket
Sheep
Receipts 18,000.
COTIC.
of
set by law for the qualification
ten to fifteen lower. Muttons $3.50
National League.
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says
The county superschool directors.
4.50; lambs $55.85; fed wethers and
Boston at New York.
USE THE
intendent has mailed the blank oath "Our little boy contracted a sever
yearlings $4 5; western ewes $3.50
one
bronchial trouble and as the doctor'
One
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
ot office to the various districts.
4.10.
medicine did not cure him, I gave hin
Pittsburg at St. Louis.
Lamy.
New Lead dull 4.40 4.50; stand
Chicago at Cincinnati.
visited Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
Superintendent Conway,
ard copper ffuiet Spot $U.7Oll.S0;
cured
Lamy. school district, Xo. 12, last Fri- which I have great faith. It
May $11.80
American League.
as well as the choking and
11.90; silver 54
day, and reports the school, in charge tha cough
at
well in a
Cleveland
he
and
ALBUQUERQUE
Chicago.
get
spells,
gagging
of Leandro
M.
in
Ortiz,
splendid
short time. Foley's Honey and Tar St. Louis at. Detroit.
condition.
SHE
BROKE
DOWN
ENTIRELY
and
New York at Boston.
Compound has many times saved us
Madrid.
Mrs. Tebe Talbott.
Lantz, W. Va
withSHORTEST LINE TO
Washington at Philadelphia.
The school directors of Madrid, much trouble and we are never
of this place, says, "I had been trou
LAS VEGAS,
all
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
school district number 2", have de- out it in the house." Sold by
bled with womanly ailments for some
druggists.
cided to keep open until next month.
time, and at last I broke down entire
National League.
A
The school teachers have just made
ly. I got so weak I could
scarcely
5.
LETTER LI3C
St.
Louis, 0; Pittsburg,
their eighth monthly report.
walk across the room. Thanks to
Cincinnati, 7; Chicago, 4.
Cardui, I improved right off. Now
Pojoaque.
Co.
1.
of letters remaining uncalled
New
List
York,
4;
Phillies,
do my housework, and am
Jose A. Lujan, clerk of the school for in the
feeling
at Santa Fe, N.
0.
postouice
Brooklyn,
on
3;
Boston,
April
well." During the past 50 years, more
directors at Pojoaque, school district
M., for week ending April 22, 1911.
American League.
No. 1, was in town today on business
than a million women have been bene
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
weeks
two
within
called
for
If not
fited by taking Cardui. You must bewith the county superintendent. He
Good
they will he sent to the dead letter
Detroit, 7; St. Louis, C.
lieve that Cardui will help you, too,
left for his home this evening.
at
2.
office
Washington.
5;
Cleveland,
Chicago,
1911.
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION .DEPOT
since it helped all these others. Car
Jacona.
Apodaca, Rita
Philadelphia, 5; Boston, 1.
dui is a safe, harmless, vegetable
Benito Lujan, clerk of school direcAiulora
3.
New York, 8; Washington,
Chaves,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
tors of Jacona, school district numremedy, of positive, curative merit,
Cox, A. M.
Western League.
for women. At drug stores. Try one
ber Ki, is here making his annual reCross, Dolpha
Topeka, 3; Lincoln, 1.
bottle. It will surely help y- Santa Fe
port to the county superintendent.
(2)
Carwell, Edwin M.
St. Joe, 7; Des Moines, 1.
a
Mr. Lujan reports that Jacona had
Fernandes, Joseph
Sioux City, 20; Omaha, 9.
successful term of school this year,
(3)
Eames, Robert
of
in
Ramon
was
which
charge
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Garcia, Canuto
Southern League.
PRDFESSlONftL
Offce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
Gomes, Liza
S;
At Chattanooga
Chattanooga,
Martinez, Adelido
Nashville, 9.
SAFE
FOR
CHILDREN.
MEDICINE
PROBERT & COMPANY
Martinez, Tomasita
At Mobile -- Mobile, 2; MontgomATTORNEYS AT LAW
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Martinez, Jose
Investments
2.
ery,
is a safe and effective medicine for
0.
AtlanJuanito
Bonds & Stocks.
Martinez,
Mines,
At
Lards,
Memphis Memphis, 5;
WALTER
A.
PAUL
F.
children as it does not contain opiates
Maes, Prajades
1.
Money Loaned for Investors
ta,
Attorney-at-LaWe have for sale general stocks of or harmful drugs. The genuine Foley's
Mason, J. S. M. D.
At New Orelans New Orleans, 0;
New Mexlct Merchandise,
Santa Fe,
Retail Lumber Yard Honey and Tar Compound is in a yel
5.
Pierce,
SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
Birmingham,
Sold by all druggis' ;.
and other Business Opportunities low package.
Rodrigues, Eda
LOS
ANGELES,
OAKLAND,
Reynalds, Jlorice
One Conductor Helped Back to Work.
throughout Taos county.
WILLIAM McKEAN
HOUSE WORK TO BE
Bank References Furnished
Seagraves, C. L.
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name,
Attorney-at-La12,
13,
14,
May,
May, 12, 3, 14,
UNDER
CONTRACT.
DONE
The Gem Shop
New Mexico.
Taos,
he writes. "I was confined to my bed
Mining and Land Law.
T.
J.
with chronic rheumatism and used
Sargent,
New Mexico.
Taos,
It is to Be Paid By the Hour and Old
DR. C. M. RILEY,
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Reme
Vigil, Gertrudes
Fashioned "Hired Girl" Will
In calling for these letters please dy with good effect. The third bottle
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
C. W. G. WARD
5AN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
Soon Be of the Past.
stat whether "advertised" or not.
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
put me on my feet and I resumed
Territorial District Attorn y
25.
Vanishes
ths
Chicago,
April
work as conductor on the Lexington.
E. C. Burke, Postmaster.
One way via Portland or Seattle, May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, & 31
For San Miguel and Mora Counties College of Chicago.
servant problem.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
It will do all
Ky., Street Railway.
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
to
"hired
the
tloodby
The East La; you claim '.n cases of rheumatism." It
Vacation
Dentistry a Specialty
Summer
girl." Enter the "contracting
For
Office: Chas. Closaon's Barn.
mihlic schools will close for the clears th blood of uric acid.
Veeas
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
sale by all druggists.
26.
1911
Day Phone Black 9.
on
vacation
summer
May
The latest queen of the kitchen and
Attorney
Nifht Phone, Main 134. autocrat of the
on
is
the
household
THE
aa
WAY"
t
ALL
Court
Practice in tje Disfri
"SANTA FE
job in large numbers in Oak park, one
well as before the Supreme Court of
LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF COLORADO.
CAPITOL
THE
cf Chicago's fashionable suburbs.
For Particulars Call on, or Address,
TIMETABLE ALL
the territory.
THOS. F. DALY, President, Tabor Opera House Block, Denver, Colo.
The
do
houseworkers"
Mexico.
New
"contracting
Las Cruces,
Statement of Financial Condition on December 31, 1910.
LOCAL TRAINS not work by the week. They work by
II. S.
$824,910. i3
Agent.
The following are the time tables '.he hour or day, with the number of Total admitted assets
582,694.67
E. C. ABBOT
of
exclusive
capital
Liabilities,
una
M.
and
of the local railroads:
N.
no.irs
legally
day distinctly
Santa Fe,
$100,000.00
Attorney-at-LaLeeve
derstood, with their own independent Capital stock (Paid up capital)
1 12,221.S
Practice in the District and SuFunds.
(Surplus)
Unassigncd
8.10 a. ra. connect with No 3 west homes and home life, and with even242,221.86
$824,916.53
for protection of policy holders
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
ings and Sundays at their own dis- Surplus
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
all
business.
to
A. M. BERGERE. Santa Fe N. M., Agency Director.
attention given
as
as
are
independent
Returning arrive U. Santa Fe 12:10 posal. They
New Mexico
Will furnish full information regarding our policies.
Santa Fe.
r y workers and better paid.
p. m.
4 p. nap connect with No. 1, westHARRY D. MOULTON
bound.
BEST FOR BISCITTS.
THE PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
A prominent teacher in one of the Doto
Carrying the V. 8. mall and pasPhiladelphia.
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
"
P. m.
mestic Science schools in Mississippi
between Vaughn, N. M., and each regular ticket, excess baggage
In compliance with the statute of New Mexico, under Section 1. Chapter
sengers
Attorney-at-La7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and writes that she is using Cottolcne with 9, the American Central Insurance Company publishes the following infor- Rosvrell, N. M., connecting with the at. the rate ot $5.00 per hundred lba.
excellent results. She says:
9 westbound; No, 4 and 8 eastbound
Cottolene Is all that mat ion:
For
biscuits
We are equipped to carry any kind
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock IsReturning arriv at Santa Fe 11:10 could be desired. The biscuits are light
1st, 1911.
Statement, January
'
land Railroads and the Atchison, To- of .trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
none
of
that
with
disagreeand
m.
N.
M.
flaky,
P.
$2,000,000.00
Santa Fe,
able odor often found in funds short- Capital Stock
peka & Santa Fe Railroad.
.'
2,393,061.9a
D. & R. G. Ry.
rates are given for excurened with lard. Cottolene is also an Premium Reserve
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar- Special
excellent
medium for frying croquettes Reserve for
289,971.59
O.
m.
a.
G.
Leaves
for
L.
losses
north.
10:15
Agent,
Special
outstanding
for
Formerly
eight or more passengers.
sions,
and doughnuts. It gives them a clean,
in
rive
Roswell
at 2:00 p. m.
85989.36
Arrive 3: 35 P. m. from north.
Reserve for Taxes and all other liabilities
crisp, brown crust."
Land Claims end Contests a Specialty
write the
ar- For further information,
Leaves
Roswell
a.
12:30
at
m.,
1,013,003.36
Mrs.
such
as
noted
Other
New Mexico Central Ry.
experts,
,.
NET SURPLUS
Auto
rive
m.
N. M.
in
.
at
Roswell
5:30
Co.,
have
and
Marion
p.
Roswell,
Vaughn
Rorer
given
Harland,
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No.
G. W. PRICHARD
similar testimony to the merits of Cot....$5,782,026.26
and
34
and
outh
west
Assets
33
east
Total
tolene. lt not .only gives better results
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections than lard but is much more wholesome SANTA FE ABSTRACT, REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY, Agents.
Practice in all the District Court1
Capital City Bank Building.
34 south and west and economical as well
nd gives special attention to cases from No. 33 east;
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. 1L

TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 1911.
the stock of the said corporation.

Certificate of Comparison.
JAFFA, Secretary

LOOK

10. The number of directors may
of
the Territory of New Mexico, do here- be increased from time to time by
by certify that there was filed for the directors in office up to the numrecord in this office at ten o'clock A. Iber of five.
11.
The board of directors shall
M on the Twenty-seconday of
April, A. D., 1911; Articles of Incor- have the power to make preliminary
s
which shall remain in force
poration of THE SANTA FE DREDG- j
als
until
and
6761,
adopted
Number
superseded by
ING COMPANY,
so that I have compared the follow- bj the stockholders in regular or spe-- I
ing copy of the same, with the origin- cial meeting.
al thereof now on file, and declare j IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have
it to be a correct transcript there- hereunto set our hands this 21st daj
(of April, 1911.
from and of the whole thereof.
JAMES A. WOOD.
the (Signed.)
Given under my hand and
I, NATHAN'

J. H. VAUGHN.
Great Seal of the Territory of New
A. B. RENEHAN.
Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
Capitol, on this 22nd day of April TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO

OUT

SWEDEN'S

FOR

TEAM

The Sheffield

Tray
By

v

-

t

)

)
COUNTY OF SANTA FE
NATHAN JAFFA,
On this 21st day of April, 1911, beMexico.
New
of
Secretary
INCORPORATION fore me personally appeared James
ARTICLES
OF
A. B.
OF THE SANTA FE DREDGING A. Wood, J. H. Vaughn and
to be the
known
me
well
to
Renehan
COMPANY.
same persons described in and who
THESE executed
KNOW ALL MEN BY
the foregoing articles of inPRESENTS, that we, the undersign- corporation, and acknowledged to me
ed, James A. Wood, J. H. Vaughn and that they executed the same as their
A. B. Renehan, all of the County of free act and deed.
Santa Fe and of the Territory of New
I
IN WITNESS WHEREOF
have
Mexico, have united ourselves togeth- hereunto set my hand and notarial
corof
a
er for the purpose
forming
seal the day and year in this certifiporation under the laws of the said cate first written.
Territory, and thereupon we declare
STELLA V. CANNY,
(Signed.)
and certify:
Notary Public.
1.
The name of the said corpora- My comm. expires April 19, I9i;;,
tion shall be The Santa Fe Dredging
Company.
Endorsed: No. C7C1.
2.
The location of its principal of- Cor. Rec'd Vol. G, Page 101, THE
SANTA FE
COMDREDGING
fice in this Territory shall be at
PANY, Filed in Office of Secretary
Tooms Nos. 14, 15 and 1C, Capital City
of New Mexico, April 22, 1911:
10
Bank Building, in the City and County of Santa Fe and Territory of New a. m.
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary.
Mexico, but there may be and there
hereby is established a subordinate Compared C. F. K. to M. H.
office in the Keith & Perry Building,
Certificate of Comparison.
in Kansas City, Missouri, with the I, NATHAN JAFFA, Secretary of
right to change the immediate loca- the Territory of New Mexico, do heretion of such subordinate office, from by certify that there was filed for
time to time, and it may establish record in this office at Ten o'clock a.
other subordinate offices from time m., on the Twenty-seconof
day
to time, and from place to place, as April, A. D., 1911;
Certificate of
the directors may deem expedient, Stockholders'
of THE
and at any of such subordinate of- SANTA FE DREDGING COMPANY,
hold
their
Number 6762, and also, that I have
fices the directors may
meetings, and duplicates of the stock compared the following copy of the
and transfer books may be kept at same, with the original thereof now
any such offices, outside of this Ter- on file, and declare it to be a correct
ritory, and in such case all transfers transcript therefrom and of the whole
made or reported to the officer or thereof.
Given under my hand and the
agent who keeps the stock and transfer books outside of this Territory Great Seal of the Territory of New
shall be immediately reported to the Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
officer who keeps the stock and trans- Capitol, on this 22nd day of April,
fer books in this Territory, and the A. D., 1911.
entries of transfer made thereon.
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal.)
The objects for which this cor3.
Secretary of New Mexico.
KNOW ALL MEN BY
poration is formed are the following:
THESE
sale
to engage in the purchase, lease,
PRESENTS that we, the undersigned
lands
and operation of mines, mining
incorporators of The Santa Fe Dredgand mining claims, and rights of every ing Company, certify and declare that
and
real
personal
and
description,
there shall be no stockholders' liabilproperty, goods, wares and merchan- ity on account of any stock issued by
dise in the Territory of New Mexico, the said corporation.
and in other states, territories and IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have
countries, including the sale and pur- hereunto set our hands this 21st
day
chase of mortgages, bonds, evidences of April, 1911.
of indebtedness and liens of any and
JAMES A. WOOD.
(Signed.)
every description; to mine gold; silJ.
H. VAUGHN.
minores
and
ver, and metal bearing
A ,B. RENEHAN.
erals of whatsoever kind, by whatso- TERRITORY
OF NEW MEXICO )
ever method its directors may select;
and
maintain
construct,
lay,
to erect,
COUNTY OF SANTA FE
operate tracks, tramways, railroads
On this 21st day of
of
April, 1311, be- and sidings, or any other means
iuie me personally appeared James
and
of
proper
persons
transportation
A. Wood, J. H. Vauehn ami A R p
ty, incidental to and for the general ehan, to me well known to
be the
ot
purposes of the particular objects
same persons described in and who
the said corporation, connected with executed
the foregoing
cr independent of railroad systems,
and acknowledged to :ne
certificate,
and
opermaintain
to
and
have, hold,
that they executed the same as their
ate facilities for the carrying on of free act
and deed.
to
such means of transportation
IN
WITNESS
deal
and
sell
WHEREOF
I have
buy,
own,
operate,
erect,
in reduction works, milling works, re- hereunto set my hand and notarial
fineries and smelters; to buy, sell, seal the day and year in this certifiand deal in ores, metals and mineral cate written.
products; to do a general or limited (Signed.) STELLA V. CANNY,
mercantile business; to acquire, hold,
Notary Public.
(Notarial Seal.)
buy, sell and deal in lands, real
tenements, hereditaments and My comm. expires April 19, 1913.

(Seal)

y

non-liabili-

appurtenances.
i. To acquire the good will, rights
and property, to undertake the whole
or any part of the assets and liabilities of any person, firm or corporation, heretofore engaged in mining
or any other business hereinbefore
mentioned or referred to, and to pay
for the same in cash, stocks, or
bonds of this corporation or other-wise- ;
to take out patents relating to
mining, whether machines, devices,
processes or otherwise, acquire those
taken out by others, acquire or grant
licenses in respect to said patents,
and to operate under such patents or
licenses, transfer the same or do
be
whatever else with them may
deemed advisable; to draw, make, accept, endorse, discount, execute and
issue promissory notes, bills of exchange, warrants, bonds, evidences of
indebtedness, negotiable and
instruments; to borrow and
raise money within the limits prescribed by the laws of New Mexico,
debenture
by the issue of bonds,
stock, or in such other manner aa
may be deemed advisable, and authorized by the
or by resolution
of the directors; to engage in any one
or more of any or all the kinds ot
business, transactions, and operations
herein mentioned as from time to
time shall appear advisable.
5. The amount of the total auth-izecapital stock of the said corporation shall be one million shares of
the par value of one dollar, per share,
and the amount of the capital stock
with which it will commence business
shall be $2,000.00.
ad6. The names and postoffice
dresses of the incorporators and the
number of shares subscribed for by
each are the following:
Name.
P. O. Address. Subs'tion
James A. Wood Golden, N. M. 1800
J. H. Vaughn
Santa Fe, N. M. 100
A. B. Renehan
Santa , N. M. 100
in
7. The name of the agent
charge of the principal office of die
said corporation, in this Territory,
and upon wljom process in suits
."m
V
,,.
ay be
d

li.nfku
ot

.

the

:

!;

.g

fifty

,

-

f

.

No. G7C2, Cor. Rec'd Vol.
Page 104, Certificate of Stockholders'
of THE SANTA FE DREDGING COMPANY,
Filed in Office of Secretary of New'

Nathan Jaffa, Secretary.

Compared C. F. K. to M. H.

Road From El Paso El PaRn prnint
has repaired the entire road from El
faso to the New Mexico line where
it will connect with El Cammj Real
now under construction from Las
truces south. The Santa Fe is also
making extensive track repairs In the
same section.

Everett C. Brown.
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Patterson said. "I want to be sure when
set my tea cup down that I'm no'
going to leave a mark. It's all very
ivell for you careful housewives, who
have time to polish your mahogany.
But I have to leave such things to
my man, so I'll take a metal
one,
piea.se, if you can find it for me."
"Careful
housewives!"
Mrs. Car- "Can any
rington reproached him.
ho lives
;one be a careful housewife
jin an apartment of (wo rooms?"
"Well, you keep everything shining
iand perfect," Patterson told her.
"It's an index of the way you would
a big house."
j manage
"But I don't want to manage a big
j
bouse," Mrs.
Carriugton
protested
"For bo many years I
plaintively.
lived in a barn of a place." She shud-- i
dered.
Patterson spoke quickly.
"But
love wasn't there. It wouldn't have
seemed barn-likif your husband had
been congenial."
"Please " Mrs. Carrtngton held up
her hands in a little gesture of en- treaty "Please, we won't talk about
it."
Patt"rscn kept rehelllously silent.
He hated the attitude of her widow-hood, which made her forget the
faults, of her husband and remember
knew
only his virtues. Everybody
jihat Carrington had been a brute,
that Mrs. Carringotn
had suffered,
and that death had brought her re-lease.
"It is so cozy here," she said hur-riedly, "and I picked out
just the
things I loved best from my big
house. The old mahogany was my
mother's.
The books were a part of
my father's library, and the pictures
1 selected
myself."
Patterson noticed that there wasn't
one article of her husband's choosing
"Where did you get your tray?" he
asked abruptly.
"This?" Mrs. Carrington moved the
fragile teacups so that the oval of
polished mahogany could be seen at
Its best. It had a rim of metal and
an inlaid star- - in the middle.
"My
husband gave it to me. We bought it
at an auction in those first days "
Her voice faltered.
"I have kept it
because it marked the high tide of
romance. I remember the dim store
with its array of antiques, and the
auctioneer's droning voice. Arthur
wanted me to have this tray. He
really paid a fabulous sum for it, far
In excess of its value."
"He had money," Patterson said
bitterly. "Yet here I am limiting you
to a paltry $15." He
hesitated,
then plunged in hotly: "But, after all,
why should we have such a multiplicity of trays, when, if you could only
see it my way, we might share our
belongings for the rest of our lives."
"Don't," she begged. "I am glad
to have your friendship,
and it
pleases me that you should ask me to
help you furnish your little apart
ment but I cannot share it I want
to be free."
Patterson stood up. "I know," he
said. "Your husband made you feel
that marriage was bondage, but it
would be different with me."
"Oh," she smiled up at him brightly, "let us Just be friends, and I'll
help you pick out your old mahogany
and your brasses and your rugs, but
you mustn't expect anything more of
me."
When Patterson went back that
night to his bachelor home he was
depressed with the futility of his efforts to make it comfortable.
On his
return from the Philippines he had
been full of enthusiasm over his plans
for comfortable living. He had talked of the superiority of masculine
housekeeping, and had congratulated
himself upon the possession of a
Japanese servant who could be more
to him than wife or housekeeper.
Then he had found that Rita Carrington was free, and immediately the
sense of the glory of his bachelor estate had departed. All his life he had
loved Rita, but she had chosen Carrington, and the rejected suitor had
gone away to find forgetfulness in a
far country.
He had discovered that he could
hold Rita's friendship best by means
of practical things. She would not
talk of romance, but she would talk
of rugs and antiques and mahogany,
hence he had commissioned
her to
It gave him
buy him many things.
to
the opportunity
talk to her over
the telephone and to call on her frequently.
They had many things in
common, such as samovars, andirons,
candlesticks and fire screens.
It was at ten o'clock the next morning that Rita called him up about the
Sheffield tray.
"Where do you think I have found
one?" she asked. "Not at an auction
house this time, but In an English
family. The Janitor told me about it;
the woman won't sell It without her
husband's consent. He will be at
borne tonight, and I want to go there.
Will you go with me?"
Patterson Jumped at the chance.
"At seven o'clock sharp. Is that too

j

"Watch out for Sweden in the athletes of this country that they will
Olympic games at Stockholm next have to be up and doing every minute
year," said Everett Brown, president of the time if they want to figure at
of the Amateur Athletic Union of the top in the final count, for Sweden
America, just before he left Chicago is going to leave nothing undone to
the other day for New York to attend turn the trick.
a meeting of some of the United
"As a starter, the government Is
States representatives to the Olymp- back of the movement by which Ernie
iad.
Hjertberg, former couch of the New
"The 'native sons' have gone out for York
Athletic club, has
the world's athletic championship been secured to train the Swedish
with 'blood In their eyes,' and, with athletes, and he has been given free
the training they will have, added to rein in his work. At present he is
the natural ability they displayed in engaged in scouring the entire counLondon in 1908, they are going to cut try for athletes from nil stages of life,
considerable figure at Stockholm.
and every time he lands a man who
"I don't want to be accused of lack looks like a 'comer' he puts that inof patriotism or anything like that be- dividual to work with a promise of a
cause of my stateineut," continued the place on the Olympic team if he shows
president.
"My aim is to warn the enough class."
n

Owen Moran wants to become an
aviator.
Let everybody cheer up and feel bettor.
Johnny Evers wants the base runners
to advance on bases on balls.
In Pittsburg they are picking the
Pirates to pass the pippin Cubs.
Fred Tenney has named Mathewson
as the greatest slabbist he has ever
Been.

Baseball is to be the king of sports
tha coming year and not the sport of
kings.
Many are falling in line for the
Slants as prospective pennant "coppers" in 1911.
Attending dog shows is one of the
principal pastimes In New York.
New bill for the legislature to consider: Resolved, That the toe hold be

barred.
THOMPSON GETS

BIG

BOOST

"Cyclone Johnny" Is Getting to Be
Great Favorite With Fight Fans
In Antipodes.
After a poor start, "Cyclone Johnny"
Thompson has become a great favorite among the fight fans of Australia,
according to letters received by fight- -

DAME NATURE HINTS.
When the Food is Not Suited.

Connie Mack, from all accounts, Is

still after college ball players.
Hans Wagner would rather play ball
than serve on a jury.
Coast critics are expecting
to see
Jess Baker, Dode Brinker and Charley
Mullen make good with the W lite Sox
this season.
Russell Ford's activity in the Fletch
er movement apparently did not injure

him in the eye of Manager Hal Chase.
Joe Sugden, the
Sox catcher.
is to coach the young pitchers of the
Detroit team.
Hofman was once a Pirate, it has
been discovered. He came near being
a shark and now he is a Cub bear.
"Chick" Evans says the youthful
golfer is taking all the honors in the
ancient and honorable pastime. If any
vet doubts this "Chick" will go out to
the public links and convince him.
old-tim- e

without weight restrictions and going out of his class he has gained an
immense following.
Rudolph Unholz, the Fighting Boer,
who has returned to America, fought
Thompson several times in the lightweight class, and declares he Is the
greatest fighter in the business. Unholz declares he does not think the
light, welter or middleweight lives
who can put Thompson out in twenty
rounds. Unholz said the other day:
"I think Thompson must be nearly
forty years old, and he is certainly a
wonder for a man of that age. He is
fighting stronger than ever; seems to
be getting younger."
COLLEGES

TAKE

UP

B0XNG

Athletes May Battle for Honor In Ring
as Well in Various Other
Sports.

l
When Nature gives her
that
something is wroner It is trrniprnllv
with the food; the old Dame is always
taithtul and one should act at once.
To put off the chance is r risk that
which may be irreparable. An Arizona
man says:
,
"For years I could not safelv eat nv
breakfast. I tried all kinds of break
fast foods, but they were all soft,
starchy messes, which eave m dis
I drank strong
tressing headaches.
coffee, too, which appeared to benefit
me at the time, but added to the head
aches afterwards. Toast and coffee
were no better, for I found the toast
sic-nn-

Athletes representing various colleges soon may battle for honors in
the ring as well as on the diamond,
gridiron and tennis court. Plans for
a boxing league, long In contemplation, were aided when William J.
Crombie, physical instructor In the
University of Pennsylvania, sent letters to Yale, Princeton, Harvard, Cornell and Columbia suggesting the formation of an intercollegiate boxing
association.
Pennsylvania has already given attention to boxing. Bouts at the vavery constipating.
rious weights form a big feature of
"A friend persuaded me to quit cof"Cyclone Johnny" Thompson.
the May Day sports. The bouts are
fee and the starchy breakfast foods,
Ing men in- - Chicago. The Sycamore conducted under the amateor rules
in- and use Postum and Grana-Nut- s
stead. I shall never regret taking his fighter got in "bad" when he first and never have been marked by one
went to Australia because of his fail- serious accident Such clever men as
advice.
Miller,
"The change they have worked in ure to make the weight necessary to Danny Hutchinson, Larry
me is Wonderful. I nnw tiavn Tin mnre keep him in the lightweight division, James Skinner, Livingston Sullivan,
as he had been advertised, but since T. D. Barclay and E. D. Roseberry
of the
distressing sensations in my Thompson has been
taking them on competed In the bouts.
alu"""-- u
er eating, and I never have
any headaches. T hn. froind 1
pounds in weight and feel better in
Cause for Congratulation.
The Constitution Provides.
very way. Grape-Nut- s
The Boss Mr. Stubpen, when you
"I suppose they are never troubled
make a delicious as well as a nntritin,is nu
i
came in this morning I detected a with irrigation problems in kingI find that Postum is
doms."
easily digested trace of liquor about your person.
auu never pruauces
The Bookkeeper That's fine, sir!
"What has the government to do
dyspepsia symp- lUUIB.
Fine! That shows how much better with it?"
Name given by Postum nn Totti your cold is, sir, Puck.
"Because in kingdoms, they are always sure of reigns."
Get the little book. "Tim t?di
Preparing for the Future.
Wellville,"' im pkgg. "There's a Rea
A Mistake.
Friend (of dying magnate) Then
son."
"The hand that rocks the cradle is
you think the end la near?
Ever read the above letter? A
Doctor Yes, he has made out a list the hand that moves the world.'"
one appears from time to time. They
s
"I beg your pardon. The hands that
are genuine, true, and full of human of the epigrams, good deeds and
that he wishes to be attributed move the world are the storage cominterest.
to him, Puck.
panies' hands."
.

act as
'"lii is after
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"I don't

Bto-rie-

SE'l

PACE

I

j

early?"
It really seemed that the husband ate
a seven o'clock supper, and went to
bed soon after. His wife thought they
had better come before sleep overcame

him.

"He's not anxious to sell it," Rita
stated. "He may need a little coax
ing."
They went on the trolley car. Patterson would have had a taxicab, but
Rita protested. "We want all of yonr
spare money for that Sheffield tray,"
she told him, "and you're not rich."
"You needn't rub it in," Patterson
remarked.
She laughed. "I'm not rich, either,"
she told him. "Arthur's money went,
you know; bad Investments and all

that."
"It isn't any wonder, Rita, that
after the luxury of your life you don't
want to come down to my level," Patterson said.
She flashed a reproachful glance at
him. "You know it isn't that: I am
afraid afraid that ojjr romance mfht

no as 'trie orner one Am.'
I'attr-rsoa'Then
flared.
alitor
"Why should you Judi;e m; by him?"
he demanded.
"Aren't all men alike?" she asked.
They found the youni? Englishman
at his very hearty supper.
Mrs. Carrington brought
up the
subject of the tray somewhat timidly. "Yf. heard
that you had one,
and we are very anxious to see it."
"It is an old family piece," the
young man said. "I'd never sell it,
but my wife thinks it is beet."
The little
woman
came to her own defense.
"W'f ne-the money," she said,
"because we are buying a house, and
it Is to lp our home, and I'd rather
have that, than all the trays in the
world."
Her husband brought his fsst down
heavily on the table. "That's right,"
he said heartily, "the girl and I need
a home, and we are going to have it."
"You see," the little wife explained
"we found a little white
eagerly,
house in the suburbs, and I had some
some
money saved up, and he had
money saved up, and we made a
payment, and in the spring we are
going to move into it, and we're
going to have roses on the porch and
a garden with our own vegetables,
and maybo some day we'll keep a
cow."
"You have never seen such a gir!
for flowers," the young husband told
them, "I believe she could make them
grow in the desert."
The supper was almost forgotten
as the homely little couple told of
their plans and aspirations.
Then, a
little later, a transfer was made, a
check went into the young husband's
pocket, and Patterson went away
with the tray under his arm.
As they walked through the dark
streets, Rita said softly, "Think what
life means to them."
"Think what it might mean to us,"
Patterson answered, looking down at
her.
"Did you notice the way they spoke
of home?" Rita asked.
"Yes, It means something to them
besides mahogany and old brasses.
Oh, Rita.
Rita, aren't we wasting
our lives over things that don't

WANT
FOR KENT

KOH

or

He
furnished
D. L. I.osurzki.

uiiiurnishril.
SALK
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goods and
ilalisreo fc'reet.

:!

furnishings at
Call at any time.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Xevr
platens furnished.
Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
jand rented. Standard makes bandied.
AH retiair work and
typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone
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i

MASONIC.

Montezuma

Lodge

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

communiRegular
cation first. Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
at
7.30.
H. II. DOR MAN,

Master

iCl! AS.

K.

Uxxey, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No.

1.

It.

A.

M.

Regular

convocation second
Monday of each month,
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN II. WALKER,
H. P.

ARTHUR SKLIGMAN", Secretary.
Santa Fe Commandrry
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Regular
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CHAS. A.
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recorder.

count?"
For the first time she admitted,
Santa
Fe Lodge of
Perfection
"Perhaps."
No.
1,
14th
Patterson had a sudden inspiradegree. Ancient and Action. "Let us send that young
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonrv meets nn
couple your tray for a house-warlng present. Then you can put aside the third Monday of each month
old memories and wo will begin over at 7:30 o'clock in the
evening in
ngain. We will find a house in the Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
our
and
suburbs, Rita,
mahogany Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are corput
and rugs and brasses in It, and my dially invited to attend.
Sheffield tray shall have its place on
S.
3J

SPITZ,
your sideboard, not on mine, and you
Venerable Master,
shall serve tea to me every after HENRY
F. STEPHENS, 32
noon from it and it will be home."
Secretary.
And Rita, enraptured by the picture he had painted of domestic joys,
B. p. O. E.
breathed a little sigh and whispered,
Santa Fe Lodge No.
"Yes, it will be home."
460, B. P. O. E. holds
its regular session on
DECLARES PRAYER MAY HEAL
the secjnd and fourth
of each
Wednesday
Wording of California Statute Causes
month. Visiting brotha Court Decision Hold Law Is
ers are Invited and
Unconstitutional.
welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
The statute of California contains an
Exalted Ruler,
act for the regulation of the practice J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
of medicine, concluding with a proviso
"that nothing herein shall be held tc
apply or to regulate any kind ol
In a recent
treatment by prayer."
case the validity of the statute Is assailed on an assertion that the exemp
tlon quoted makes the whole act unconstitutional, because It gives to
those wno treat physical Ills by prayer
Independent Order ot Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. hold
privileges and immunities not granted
to all citizens. The court of appeals its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
holds that, if this can be regarded an first and third Friday. Visiting Brothimmunity, the act allows every person ers are always welcome.
such immunity, for every one has the
EDWARD C. BURKE,
same privilege of practicing such
President
treatment, so the statute is not uncon- C. J. NEIS,

stitutional.

Quoting the court: "It has been
said 'More things are wrought by
prayer than this world dreams of.'
Those who believe In the teachings of
Holy Writ attach great importance to
Many ex
the efficacy of prayer.
amples of it are given In the New
Testament. For Instance, where Peter's wife's mother lay sick of a fever we are told that the Savior
'touched her hand and the fever left
her, and she arose and ministered
unto them.' The proviso or exception
was evidently put into the act to prevent any interference with the right
of anyone to pray for the sick and afflicted."

Perpetual Resentment.
"That neighbor of yours is constant-

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie,
Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
'

Farmer.
BLANKS
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Mex.
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Feared His Own Eloquence.
3.00.
"Mr. Grimes," said the rector to the
60 In Book, $3.00.
General
vestryman, "we had better take up the Nos. 13 License,
and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
collection before the sermon this
25c each.
morning."
Notification ol Change la Assass-men- t
"Indeed?"
by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
"Yes; I'm going to preach on the
Assessor's Notice ot Assessment,
subject of economy." Stray Stories.
100 in Book. 75c
Art Is Short.
County
Warrant,
Artist Only $1.60! Why, the frame 50 in Book,Superintendent's
36c.
cost three times that!
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The Broker Veil, dot is all right,
Poll Books for City Election, 8
my frendt Ve only loans on der
pages. 60c.
vrame." Puck.
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pages, 40c.
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temperature duringlast night was 10 ning. It all occurs in The Deluge. theire sceintic turn of mind and if inst. addressed to Hon. Nathan Jaffa,
degrees and at 6 sc ni. today it was Don't fail to see it: your last chance you take after your father or mother territorial scretary, has been referIVllNQR CIH TOPICS
41 degrees.
The precipitation lor the tonight.
your roving rash, headstrong & fond red to me for
reply.
was CLANCY GETS AN ODD LETTER.
of society & speculation while such
j
'! hnn;- priding- at fi :i Til todaV was
I do not believe that
any of the
0.02 of an inch of rain. Yesterday
marriages would tend to correct same
& you could be able teachers, preach- county authorities would demand that
a cloudy day with a sprinkle of rain
From Page One.)
(Continued
Santa Fe. X. 51., April 25.
to lay the dust.
ers, Journalists, lawyers, Politicians, you obtain a license for giving "AsThe weather for New Mexico
Church Leslies for tracting microbe germs by all useing etc. or that Profession where you'd trological Public
San
Miguel's
free to all,"
is fair tonight in west portion,
same square would leave me irrespon- supreme control, marriage with 6
April 27, has a photographic view of
Weilthe
and
then
for the purhat
east
in
passing
portion.
would
if
clearing
house is very congenial
you are figthe interior of San .Miguel's church sible if some caught smallpox
fair and warmer.
of allowing those of the audinesday
a
not
while
n't
and
house
life
on
it?
I'll
pose
rural
first
take
the
your
uring
in
in
which
this
acknowledgment
:
. ... ... ..
city,
church is the oldest you can try on some one and see the farmer could deal with cattle and ence who feel so disposed to contrijs mate tnat
to
break horses as shes a farmers wife bute for the purpose, as I understand
the United States and that it is in Value All born between
i
Ruddy Harvester O.l WH1 be found possess.on of
The (mo) I find 6 farmers here in Valley & scientific. If you work at your it, of defraying expenses. . Before
at GOEBELS.
trade find your mate in the 9 house starting on your campaign, however,
Character reading aries
photograph is by C. L. Pimeoast of
shes roving & would be congenial & I would suggest that you lay this matTonight is Your Last Chance to see;The
1 st
lhg offlciaI publication of
house, guided by Mars
you
ter before the county authorities, ful."The Deluga" at the Elks' theater.
of the San-- ! were obedient & dutiful for other sev-- , fond of travel.
en
he
department
See Townsend's Ad A full line of j (a Fg system- I think 4 hrs. & then class eaches ly explaining what you desire to do
en signs sickly, troublesome & uti-- j
summer dress, linen crash suits, very
& and ascertaining
from them what
charicter istic
sjx Arrests jn whHe s,avery Prose. ruley. You dislike manual labor.! predominating
nobby, and at popular prices.
jcution Ruth Scofield. Carmen Hel- - quick tempered, generous, Animal feel- phrenological measurement in view their opinion of the matter is.
Scarlet Fever at Las Cruces The, rath flnd three gir,s they h.ld enticed ing so live on a normal animal
Replying Nto your other inquiry as
plane the fact, that audiences I've held, you
a.s Doxninlc Fierra., formerly of
to
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
whether you should make applicaas
fall
is
heard
a
could
of
in
meat
theoretical
pin
plenty
interesting
enjoying
.Robinson at Las Cruces, is ill with Magdaenai Socorro county, were sent taste, i. e. like the
tion to the Territorial Engineer for
side of enough to proove interest in the
speculative
scarlet fever.
t0 E1 Paso for trial umer lne wyte everything, endulge in the Phylosophyj
the privileges of operating a small
Corner Stone for Elks' Club House' laye a(.t by LT g CommisKioner A. E. of the untried Positive in
P. S. I've been bref but not know j pump upon your claim, the said pump
everything:
The corner stone tor the hne fclKS Chaffee at Las Cruces.
Fierra fur- from disposition on down tho if you ing birth till I could locate house. having a capacity of two barrels of
club house at Tucumcari will be laid nished $1,000 bond for himself and agree in
j water a minute when the wind hlmva
subjects of descursion You you'll pardon for being concise.
on May 10.
said he merely wanted the girls to be don't take the Negative. You're origa-naI don't follow astrological Star com-- I have to say that I do not believe
Artesia Man Struck By Train 51. waitresses in a beer garden he would-opeIndependent a good reosoner. putations for a liveing but could byt that either the Territorial Engineer,
'Crawford of Artesia. was struck by aj
at El Paso.
self reliant a natural born organizer, use'g map (ephemeris) of yr. born & nor any one else, will ever question
j
Ana
Dona
near
Santa Fe train
Selden,
Their Name is Known A student i. e. polical Your first in new parties,! 1 for each yr. of computation having your right to extract this water from
' nf nrnitlinlfiTV
IVia fsinifnl hj
fin. frateurnally; the founder of lodge' Raphael's key but disbeleive in
the ground without havine filed an
New Breakfast Food Those intcr-- '
on such plans as this is the application for permit so to do. On
fame
of the posts soc
your entertaining & great
discovered
ally
thp
breakfast food
ested in a delicious
strange little birds' which have been church workers if religious tho you age eddicration. I was born in Ind. the contrary, I believe that you
will do well to read 11. S. Kaune &
flitting around the building since are for most in good or bad as raised, raised O. lived I. T. & here, am a should be encouraged to further deCo. change of advertisement,
Christmas, their bright gold breasts your ambitious, it encourages you in farmer & about all that speaks here velop your well and install a pump
!
Cutting in a Saloon Miguel Estra-- giving the idea that they are "chesty.'' law making & you candidly speak and works for the G. O. P.
capable of raising at least four bar3
da was cut. in the shoulder while in a These little feathered visitors
Mr. Clancy's Answer.
are your sentiments, fearing nothing be-- i
rels of water a minute.
.:..
i umu.
saiuuu a,. .Mefcum,
Mr. Clancy's reply is as follows:
Lawrenc.e-Gold Finch a rat.e bird in leiveing if its the truth is license to
Yours very truly,
miring a uruniien urawi jumpeu ou New Mexico but they have decided to tell, do, etc regardles of who it hits.)
April 2a, 1911.
If. S. CLANCY,
him.
Dear
make
frauds
and
Sir:
Yotir'letter of the 19th
good
here judging by their anxiety to you despise
Asisstant Attorney General.
William stay
Sentenced
Clerk
Postal
r
editors and get measures thru legisla-tubuild nests.
'
Hewett, a postal clerk at El Paso,
by the rest of the world center'g!
Professor
Irrigation
Experiments
to
six
was sentenced at El Paso
Ex- in gossip & because nones alert as
Fabian
of
Garcia
the
Agricultural
months imprisonment for embezzle-- !
you & for the reoson, presented is
periment Station at Mesilla Park thi3 license for
ment.
approval, yourself opinionof
week
started a series
experiments
News
Takes Hold of Vaughn
a
of water in irri- ated, heady, egotistical (looking for
to
the
determine
duty
of
George A. Clark has taken charge
good big slice for yourselfs.) N'aturaly
of
of
especially
orchards,
gation
the Vaughn, Guadalupe county, News
on a sandy loam soil; also leader & hard to control by others,
for one year, on account of the illness peaches,
cannot be forced or driven, originate
to
compare the furrow with the flood- of the proprietor R. K. llaughton.
lino, ovcifim f,f iriHca titi ncillp" Tivfr your own ideas & ways of doing
Injured by a Stallion 1 he
and to secure further data on things. Not quarelsome. you dont
old son of W. J. Sampson at Las Gru-- ! water;
of pumping for irrigation on m.edle with others nor allow them
cost
the
STAND ON END.
ft ces, was bitten and trampled by a stal-- !
with you. You dont wish othand the relative; returns per medle
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is chest
to
& dont care,
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your
acre.
Weather Proof Compo-Rubbe- r
re-if is believed that the boy will
other fellow's, for employCourt at Tucumcari Adjourns Dis- what's the
cover.
ment
metals,
regard
trict court at Tucumcari lias adjournsmiths machinery, fire dept, army &
Roofing- is the Best Made.
Meeting of Railway Mail Officials
ed. 'Judge E. R. Wright dismissed
Cattle
At Albuquerque this week a meeting
dealer,
persults.
dangerous
the case of Hodges v. Home Brothers
We Guarantee It.
of the chief clerks in the west of the
horse breaking, cook, butcher, ship
for $25,000 damages.
Hodges was
railway mail service will be held to- - killed
wright let your house he 1st & most
exof
in
cellar
a
the
by
MADE OF
pettier with Superintendent. Tuft of cavation for acaving
conspicuous in town well in & E front
hotel at Tucumcari.
At small cost you can cover your
the seventh division.
Your roving, not satisfied with the
GRADE
Here Although
No
Observations
to like to be
The Petticoat Sheriff at the Elks'
inclined
roof
present
long,
with WATERPROOF and have an
there will be an eclipse of the sun noticed &
tonight will entertain you.
predominate in everything
be
will
no
taken
observations
absolutely tight roof, that will not
Auto Club to Meet Again Another Friday,
but the 3 house exalts to you the 8 &'
observers
here
it
the
of
weather
leak. You can lay it over an old shingle
by
will
club
automobile
10th
of
a
the
the best of deal
meeting
as none have been requested, by the from generally gets
be held tomorrow
or
metal roof if you desire. It costs
you delight, with the 5 & 9
you.
evening at 7:30
officials. "All the inforo'clock at the office of Dr. J. M. Diaz. Washington
house & your own 2nd for garter in
about
half as much as shingles and is
can
we
mation
the
that
public bus'. Tues. for lucky day & 6 and 7
give
All owners and drivers of automosaid mo. are
better.
It is a
of heat
almanacs,"
Sth
biles and those interested in good U found in th
months.
is
opyour lucky
Chf rles E. Linney, head of the bureau posite you. you take a subordinate re'
or cold. Any one can lay it, no mecharoads are urged to attend.
Mason Discharged Colonel Charles here. There will be many Santa lation to those of the 10th house. The
nic required. Comes put up in roll
howvb 11 JU IMU I'll w
2nd and 7th house is to your detriMason of the Mexican insurrectos, Feans out with smoked glass
s
fe4AST
with nails and cement inside of the
Louis.
Illiho,
who was arrested at Columbus, Luna ever, to try to observe any changes ment. Your classed bilious Temper-men- t
ft county, for violating the neutrality ir. the appearance in the solar luminout
door exercise, rest
package. It will last from 15 to 20
require
after meals would aid indigestion
laws, was discharged by XI. S. Coin- - ary.
years. Come in and let us show you.
The Latest Great Biblical spectacu- which leads to rheumatism & classes
missioner E. A. Chaffee at Las Cru
lar drama in motion pictures "The De- you unreosonable & your subject to
ces for lack of evidence.
42 to 54 Degrees That, was luge" will be on exhibition at the Elks hayfever, asthma; if big necked
From
The
Fe
Ji
the range in temperature yesterday tonight only.
!
It All Happens at the Elks' tonight.
and the average relative humidity for
affinity marry one taller in 11
ti!
& Supply Co.
the day was 72 per cent. The lowest See the great flood, the rain and light- - house or if tall one short stature
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no.

Andrews "Cash" no.

4

4

GROCERY arid BAKERY

BUTTERMerritts Best, per lb.
VEGETABLES

-

-

30c

j

i

j

2

Radish, Lettuce, Onions, Spinach, Soup Bunches,
Parsley, Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus, Rhubarb,
-:
Turnips, Beets, Parsnips, Carrots, etc. -:
Poultry, Fish and Oyters, received twice a Week.

'

j

:-

ORANGES, LEMONS, GRAPE
DON'T

Phone

4.

No.

FORGET

FRUIT JUST RECEIVED

OUR BAKERY

j

j

DEPARTMENT

F. Andrews

B--

Phone No.4.

l.

t

The Giving of Gifts

j

ft

HAPPY CUSTOAl MORE UNIVERSALLY OBSERVED
EACH YEAR
A

PARTICULARLY SUITED

FOR

THE

j
j

OCCASION

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Go- ld
and
SilverPlain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

S.

VOIR BEST

Your Roof

FRIENDS

SPITZ

j

j

Should be the Best

t

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

1

i

house-build'-

-

j

;
J&

5t

'Lion Special

fiats!

iit

ft
ft

i

to

ftad

j

I

Challenge them all for style & quality at
--

$ 5.00

ft
ft

ft
ft
ft

For Sale by

Q E RDES

The Hatter

Santa

L

.1 JL

I
(

'LU
IN

THE

"FASHION

COURT"--DAINT-

GOWNS

Y

AND

TO

A Bevy

of Beautiful Gowns at Remarkably Low Prices
MADE IN A VARIETY OF MATERIALS,

SUCH AS

Satins, Crepe Meteor, Voiles, Chiffon Cloth, Foulards, Marquisette, Serges, and
Crepe de Chine. In these models the skirts are narrow but not hobbled. Some have
overtunic effect, made with Dutch or low neck, with lace collars or yoke. Bodice and
sleeve are made in one piece, kimono effect, sleeves extending" to the elbow. Foulard
dresses are made in bordered effects. Colors are navy, tan, green, brown, light
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
blue, black and white
'

WALK

IN

AND SELECT

ANYTHING

YOU'D LIKE

The reputation of this store will be your guarantee

TO WEAR

'that everything

,

is as represented

NATH AN SAL MON

FROCKS,

Hardware

